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Minstrel 'Mta estro

Newspaper Is ............••....................•.................
Profs to Take
News Statistics
Southern Trip
Survey Topic
. Franklyn Andrews Promises to
'Sneak in Word About Free
Press' in Thursday Lecture.

Will Discuss Tabloids

Since the beginning of the
News' career in November, 1913,
there has been .a total of some
s·e ven hundred fifty issues or
mor.e than thre·e quarters of a
million copies. This has been
done at an expense of close to
$75,000. If all the lumber used
in making pulp for the paper on
which the News has been print' ed in .t hese twenty-one years
were made into boats, Eastern,
all of Eastern, could float down
the Embarrass and see the flood
at Cairo: If all the errors made
in the News since its first issue
had been combined in one paper
and that paper had been turned
in in the Junior English test,
tha-t student would certainly not
have been among the twenty
who passed the test. If all the
slugs used in printing one issue
of the News were put in a stack
and tied around faculty adviser
Andrews' neck, and if he were
thrown in the riv·er, he would
sink.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"""""

Faculty Committee Denies Lane's
Campus Band Recognition on
Grounds of Professionalism.

Will Attend Meeting of Association of American Teachel's Colleges at New Orleans.

Return in Ten Days
Pr·esident Rlobert G. Buzzard, Dr.
Walter W. Cook, Dr. J-ay B. McaG.regor
and Dr. Donald A. Rothschild l-eave
Charleston today for New Orleans,
Louisiana. They will attend the annual convention of the American Association of Teachers Colleges. They
exp·ect to arrive in New Orleans some
time late Thursday afternoon. The
.association meets on Friday and Saturday, February 19 and 20.
Describes Meet as '12-Ring Circus'

Band Becomes
Union Board
Dances Will Continue

The heretofore anomalous position
of Ray Lane's Campus Band was
clarified at a meeting of the Men's
Union Executive board last Tuesday,
following the ultimatum of the faculty Extra-curricular Activities committee denying them the status of a
c<>mpus organization. The band has
been officially appointed ·a committee
of the Men's Union with authority
to take charge of the Wednesday
night
dances, employing the proceeds
Dale "Ike" Wingler, above, is
President Buzzard ·will represent the primarily responsible for writing the in any way they see fit.
institution at this meeting. Drs. Cook, script and directing the Minstrel
Stover States Basis for Action
MacGregor and !Rothschild will at- Show to be staged as part of the
Dr.
E. L. Stover, chairman of the
tend various departmental meetings. Union Stag party Thursday.
activities
committee, stated as the
This convention has been described as
basis for the committee's action that
resembling a twelve ring circus. Num··
any organization which could become
erous panel meetings are in progress
primarily professional, as the Band
&.t the same time.
proposed to do, did not fit into EastThe group will go by way of Vinern's scheme of extra-curricular acccil!J.eS, Evansville, Nashville, Birmingtivities.
I
l
t
00
ham, Mobile and around the gu f coas
'll
The resolution adopted by the
to New Orleans. Dr. Buzzard has been W
I
Meet
Northwestern,
Decommittee
reads as follovls:
"All
get just as much fun out of publish• invited to attend the Founders Day
Kalb
in
Week-end
Tourney.
campus
organizations
must
be
oring the News as possible."
Describe·s Flooding of Mines m celebration at George Peabody Teachganized for the purpose of promoting
To Learn to Write, Read Papers
South Sta.te to Geographers.
ers College on Thursday, February 18,
Eastern's women debaters and Dr. the • interests of the college as a
"But, Professor," we ask, "how
but will be unable to spend that much
J. Glenn Ross, coach, leave next whole or any recognized phase of
would you suggest that all our eager
"The coal mining industry of south- time in Nashville.
Thursday,
February 18, on their an- college life and shaJl be non-proYouths learn to write amusingly?"
Ca.n They Cross Flood?
nual northern trip.
Says Dr. J. fessional in character, as in the case
"Let them read their newspapers- ern Illinois will never .again be wha.t
Dou'bt has been expressed as to Glenn Ross. "This is the first year of athleti'cs."
they can teach them almost as much it used to be," said Mr. Don L. Carroll
whether it will be possible to get that we have been able to schedule
Due to a misunderstanding beas I can," he replied learnedly. "Let of the state Geologioal Survey last
through the flood areas by motor. Dr. a debate with Northwestern. I think tween band officials and those in
them take a hint from the last Wednesday evening at the Geogrephy Buzzard expressed the belief that tt
we have a good women's team this charge of campus organizations, the
~lection ar:~ewsp~pe~u.t by ~suming c' ub meeting. He explained his state- would be possible.
year, and I am looking forward to a News. printed an article some weeks
hat ~he the world." 1s not gomg to ment by telling what had happened to
They will return through Louisiana, very interesting trip." While in Chi- ago which stated that the Campus
re~; :ood talk on the subject of most of the mines in the flooded region A1·kansas, and Memphis, Tennessee, to cago Dr. Ross will attend a meeting Band had become an officially rejournalism should be taken out of the and why there would be very few re- arrive back in Charleston some time of the nlinois Association of Teach- cognized organization. This was never
Friday, February 26. The journey will ers of Speech, of which he is presi- true. The Band's application for
morning newspaper - it should be opened.
subject to change without notice,"
The cause of the flood and terrttories take approximately ten days.
dent.
recognition was denied by the board
---11!:/IITC--said the clever professor as we push- flooded were pointed out and explained
Betty Rice and Juanita Brown, Thursday, February 4.
ed him about plans for his Thurs- by Mr. Carroll by means of a lar·ge
negative team; Reba Goldsmith and
Fidelis Frat Accepts
Band Will Play Off-Campus
day talk. "Why, before next Thurs- map upon which he had lrubored in
Grace Kortum. affirmative team, are
The
Band will continue to function
Thirteen New Pledges the EI debaters scheduled to meet
day there may be an earthquake, connection with his work for the State
as
a
professional
group off-campus,
more quintuplets, or the death of a Geological Survey. Constructing .this
.
speakers of three different colleges
the
Campus
Band of
calling
itself
dictator!"
map and taking photographs of vari!hi~·teen ple?ges were a.ccepted by during the trip.
Tfiey will tangle
Charleston.
But
its
only
official
as a
'1 Enjoyed Astor Sensation'
ous flooded re,gions took him
into !tdells fratermty at a busmess ~ee~- 'with two DeKalb -teams on their
Men's
Union
committee
is
Ray
Lane,
15
"I will say something about city those regions suffering most .f rom the mg last Thursday afternoon. ThiS
first stop, Thursday night.
It was
tabloids," he continued definitely, · wa.ter. He traveled by
automobile, th~ second group of. pled?'es ac.cepte~ only about a month ago that posi- chairman, and its only entity that of
"which I enjoyed reading during my coast guar.d cutter
and airplane this year. Pl~dge duties. will begm t.hlS tions were reversed, and EI enter- a committee.
At a meeting Thursday, the Band
lighter hours last summer.
That throughout .the flooded regions. Thus term and Will ext~nd mto the spnng tained DeKalb speakers here.
was about the time of the Mary he was aJble to make his talk pictures- quarter. Pledges mclude Joe Murphy
Friday night the girls repr senting adopted a set of regulations, prin'40, Paul Weingand '40, Ray Lane ' 40• Eastern will debate two Nort:western cipal of which is the one stating its
Astor explosion. Ah, yes, most inter- que with personal experiences.
Max
King '40, Eugene "Crutch" Lewis teams in Evanston. There · some official position on the campus. The
esting!"
"A few people are better off be"One nice thing about my topic's cause of the floods," said Mr. Carroll, '40, John Dayton '38, Carlos Ogden '40, rivalry over the fact that o~r men second limits a-ttendance at the Wedbeing on modern newspapers," con- smiling. "For instance, one man down Ralph Carlock '40, !Lewis "Squirrely" teams who made the trip last year nesday dances to students. The third
Hayes Ker:- were not able to arrange a debate states that these dances will begin at
eluded Mr. Andrews, "is that I won't there wrus the proud possessor of two Jones '40, John Pier
have to discuss the invention of houses and a bungalow which had nard '39, Gene Johns 39, and Mervm with Northwestern while they were 9 o'clock and last 60 minutes, except
when an extended program is authorin Chicago.
printing or present-day effects of floated upon his farm land and had Baker '40.
Plans were also initiated for a secLake Forest College in Lake Forest, ized by the faculty chaperons.
the industrial
revolution.
That become lodged .there. He has ·a lready
There will be no dances during
wouldn't be much fun. But talking moved into the bungalow. Although ~r.d ope~ house to be held on Satur- Illinois, a suburb of Chicago, will be
exam
weeks.
the scene for Saturday's conflicts.
about modern newspapers is almost thes-e buildings .are .t he property of cay evenmg, February 20.
The
Band, according to Lane, has
According to Dr. Ross, •<There may be
as much fun as writing for them.·"
their original owners," explained Mr.
in
mind
the purchase of uniforms
another debate scheduled with Rosary,
---IErsT
Carroll, "it is doubtful whether anyand
an
extension
of their library of
a Catholic girls' school, too, while we
thing will be done toward moving them
Will He Live?
music.
Alumna A·c cept Jobs
are there." In line with what seems
to their former location because of the
--::---EISTc---to be a popular custom this year he
In Decatur Schools n:;,oving expense."
Cracker-Box Goes Up for Judgesays also, "None of the debates will Sophomores Order
Mr. Carroll showed a number of
ment Friday
have decisions."
Oonfirmation of the success of maps, pictures and slides of the geoClass Jewelry
---EISTC--Marie Gould and Jennie Mae Huff in logy of the entire flood district, as
"Will
he
live
or
die?"
is
securing teaching positions was receiv- well as of incidents .that have occurred
Classes Visit lA
An order for seven pins, three rings
the question to be asked at
ed by Dr. W. W.' Cook, Placement bu- there.
and
one charm was sent to a jewelry
Shops, Indianapolis company
the trial of Eastern's Public
---EIIITc--reau chief, last week. The former will
last week from the sophoEnemy No.. 1 which will
trach at Decatur in the first grade
rnore
class.
Three weeks ago the class
Starting at five o'clock Friday mornof the Ullrick school and Miss Huff Journalists Will See
take place Friday evening
held
a
meeting
·a t the request of Glenn
hg, February 12, twenty-three induswill teach in the primary grades there.
Post-Dispatch Plant between halves of the Car- trial
S;mderman,
president,
and authorized
arts students in carpentry and
Margaret Spittler reports acceptbondale game.
orders
for
class
jewelry.
Sarah Fredmachine woodworking classes journeyance of a position in the Garrett, IlliMr. Franklyn L. Ahdrews' Journalenberger
took
the
orders
last
week. The
The
defendant
is
up
on
ed to Indianapolis chaperoned by Mr.
nois, grade school as a first and sec- ism 21 class expects to take a trip to
shipment
is
expected
to
arrive
within
six c o u n t s : malpractice,
Wayne P. Hughes to see the shops in
ond grade teacher. Mary Augusta St. Louis Saturday to see the evening
two
or
three
weeks.
the
Arsenal
Technical
high
school
and
malfeasance in office, gainBratton will teach in the Mattoon er~ition of the Post-Dispatch go to
The senior class may make another
certain other things of interest to ining money under false preschool system as a fourth grade teach- press. /Robert Gibson, a journalism
separate order.
dustrial
arts
students.
They
were
er.
student at whose suggestion the trip
tenses, gross inefficiency,
---EIIITc--shown through the various machine,
---EISTc--is to be taken, has written the Postdefamation of E a s t e r n '· s
carpentry, woodworking, plumbing, ERROR: EC CLUB HELPS
Dispatch and made :arrangements for a
PROFS, STUDENTS GO TO
, character and general disprinting,
aeronautics, electricity, interBRING FASHION EXHIBIT
repute. He is known most
U. OF CHICAGO MUESUM tour of the offices with guides furnishior
decorating,
and
cement
shops
of
ed by the p·a per.
commonly by · the a I i a s
.In the last issue, the News sta-ted
this school which has an enrollment of
Thr·ee cars have already been securEight students of the Physics section
"Cracker-box,"
and
is
backthe Art department had secured
·that
7300,
Harry
E..
Wood,
director
of
inof th3 scieno3 department, accompanied ed for the trip, but one more is needexhibit of students
a
comprehensive
dustrial
arts,
home
economics,
and
l;U't
ed
by
the
Uneeda
Gym
comby Mr. 0. L. Railsback and Dr. Frank ed: Two juornalism students, .Bill
work
from
the
Trapha-gen
School of
in
the.
Indianapolis
schools
was
guide.
pany.
I •. Verwiebe, went .to Chicago Friday Waldrip and Glen Bayles, and Mr.
F'ashion
for
display
here.
Actually,
In
addition
to
this
the
school
for
He will be tried by the
afternoon to visit the Rosenwald Mu- Andrews have ag.reed to take cars.
the
Home
Economics
department
is
the handicapped, the Link-belt ComNews, Eastern's highest
seum of Science and Industry and the They will start at 8 o'clock Saturday,
in
conjunction
with
the
art
working
pany
and
the
Thiesing
Veneer
ComUniversity of Chicago museum. This and expeot to arrive at the Post-Distribunal, and Dr. W. E.
group for this exhibit. It is being shown
pany were visited.
trip was made to secure new ideas for patch building in time to see the eveSunderman will preside. The
hi the Home Ec rooms in the Practical
The
cars
in
the
trip
were
furnished
the science show next spring. The re- ning edition go to press at 1:50. Eightpublic
is
invited.
by
Oscar
Anderson,
Bill
Adair,
Lowell
Arts
building from February 8th to
ttrrn to Oharleston was made Saturday een will make the trip, reports Gibl~h.
Monical
and
Charles
Meyer.
son,
evening.
By Reba Goldsmith
"The Free Press, Big Brother of
Democra.cy" isn't Mr. Franklyn Andrew's title for his cultural survey
talk next Thursday, but it might
He says, "Of course
I shall attempt to
stick to my sub ject,
"The Newspaper in
Modern Life" just
as aU
previous
spea kers h ave, b u t
whenever I get a
chance to sneak in
a word about the
free press I'll do
it."
F. L. Andrews
Mr. Andrews, or
Pr
ofessor Colseybur, as he is better
known to News readers, thinks writing is fun.
"If you can write
something that amuses even you
yourself, YOU'Ve done a great SerViCe
to humanity," he feels. "We try to

I

Women Debaters
To Tour Up-State

Witness Tells of
l d D a m ages

I

·;o,
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'In the Field of
Art' Tells Us-

Q. G. Burris Explains Forces

Producing Modern Literature
•
Thomas
Discusses War Time No:velists,
Cause
.

Hart Benton Murals
Row Among Missout-i
Legislators Any Day.

'

Joyce, Butler, Proust, Mann;
Explodes Modern Surrealists.

· Romeo, Oh Romeo!

...........................•........................

WHERE'S THAT UNION
DOCUMENT? LOST AGAIN
I t is reported that constern~
ation reigns in the
Men's
Union administrative
circles
following
an
unsuccessful
search for that holy document,
the Union constitution. Someone bethought himself of t he
advisability of having it on
hand providing the question of
constitutionality on the project
now under way should arise.
A special searching committee
was hastily appointed to find
it.
This committee couldn't
turn up so much as a clue.
" If the document is discovered," says an important Union
member, "please dust well and
r eturn t o someone."

SD, KDP Iron Out
Many Difficulties
Two. ~rats Confer, J?ebate, Eat
Chib, Co-operate m Meetina
Night Matter.
"

Whenever Missouri legislators, asSigma Delta, four-th estate society,
sembled for the current session , weary
and ~appa Delta Pi, nobility of .the
of arguing ov·e r legislation,
politics
campus, conferred last Tuesday evea11d the comparative merits of the hosning after a chili supper at 1540 Third
pitality extended by lobbyists, they can
drop into the House lounge •a nd find
street, and following a debate, agreed
food for bickering. The walls of the
on terms of peace. The two clubs have
room a re painted with Thomas Hart
for m any years maintained a feud basBenton murals which depict, in the
ed on disagreements as to their rewords of the artist, "in a
realistic
spective meeting nights and their refashion the social history of Missouri."
Finds Roots in Fou:r Forces
spective importance as organizations.
S
ome
of
the
Missourians
who
have
Dr. Burris finds the roots of the
The program of events included hisseen the murals don't like th em and
modern literary ·movement in four
torical summaries by Harold Cottinghave said so.
forces.
Through Samuel Butler's
h am '35, former president of Sigma
The principal trouble seems to rbe
The Way of AU Flesh and Erewhon,
Delta, and Leallyn Clapp '35, former
that what Benton conceived ·t o be ............••..............•.......•.••............ member of K appa Delta Pi; accusathe scientific impetus which began
"realistic"
is .r egarded by the disapwith Darwin, with, all its scepticism,
tion by J ames R i·ce, for Sigma Delta;
p:·oving
ones
as "vulgar/' and "sordid:"
broke definitely into literature. The
rrbuttal by K atherine Shores, as presB enton has pictured typical scenes
former book he calls a declaration of
id-ent of Kappa Delta Pi; comments by
from Missourian history such as hangindependence from some of the hoary
JVIr. Franklyn L . Andrews and Dr. Emings, whipping of slaves, the slave
ideas of conduct in the nineteenth
ma R einhardt, legal advisers to Sigma
block and Jesse James holdups, of
century household and family. The
Delta
and K appa Delta Pi, respe<:tiveAn article concerning Dr. Percy
which the legislators are not proud.
second force is the increasing interly;
reading
of the truce by Florence
In a succession of scenes crowded with W. Zimmerman, who graduated from Cot tingham, president of Sigma Delta;
est of the twentieth century in exEastern in 1910, appears in tlfe curperimental psychology, which furnaction and vivid with color he has esrent Country Gentleman. Since his signing of the document; oral examinsayed to depkt signi'ficant aspects of
l. shed an avenue of exploration into
Elmer dces a litt~e Romeo-in' for his
graduation Dr . Zimmerman has been ation of members present .
Missourian life from pioneer days to
the consciousness and a new light Jewliet (Elmiree).
Said Dr. R einhardt, "Cooperation is
dean of agriculture at the University
by which to unders~and the constithe present. He shows the fur .t radcivilizat
ion."
of Maryland and at present is locattution of the mind itself, so that f or
ers, early French settlers, the deve loped at the Boyce Thompson Institute
... '
.- -' ,. ·. ._· ... ·.:'!' - . "
many of our novelists the mind is
ment of agriculture, dealing in slaves,
for Plant Research at Yonkers, New
the very theatre of action.
James
hunting with hound dogs, Civil War
York. For his work on plant
Joyce exploited psychology.
The
guerilla fighting, keelboat and steamhormones, Dr. Zimmerman and his
third influence is the philosphy of
e1·, a campai·gn speech, etc.
associate, Dr. A. E. Hitchcock, were
If the disapproving legislators were
H enri Bergson, the idealistic phil- Dea.r Elmiree,
recently awarded a
one-thousand
osopher who recognizes but
one
I been pondrous for some days now able to muster sufficient voting
dollar prize. At the m eeting of the
absolute, change. His philosophy iS on account of this teaching business. strength they could presumably h ave
American Association for the Ad- ~
apparent in the stream of consciOl.JS- The office is decided that I aint got the paintings removed, or perhaps
vancement of Science attended durn ess technique in the novels of mJOugh credenticles to get a decree hidden behind the v·eneraJble red ~tap
ing Christ:ma.s vacation by Dr. E.
1
Joyce and Proust. The fourth in- ev·en when I keep a tellin them that estry which used to cover the walls of
L. Stover, he heard Dr. Zimmerman
fluence is Freud's work, especially his I been a going here for four years the lounge. Or the artist might be and his associate presented in a
Interpretation of Dreams, says Dr. besides .a summer. The epheminal asked to change some of the details.
dialogue discussion by Dr. William
Burris. Freud is responsible for the question is wheather I better come
It m ay be they will be content mere- Crocker and Dr. Otis W. Caldwell, a
frequent consultation of the sub- b ack next Y·ear or get a two years ly to continue arguing about it. There former faculty member here.
conscious mind in so many contem- certificate which would leave some is little difficulty about getting up
porary novels.
coarses a wastin. I seen some volumes such arguments. For some of the lawInclusion Not Exclusion is in Order of dater what the graduating students makers think Benton's "realistic" soGoing into some detail with Joycffs hafta fill out that Mathusa1em couldnt cial history of Missouri, with all its
East Side Squ:ue
Ulysses, Dr. Burris explained the rea- of, so I reckon I had just better let 1 frankness and ruggedness, is gr and.
BYRON B. MILLER
sons for its inversion of the usual them git me a school with a certificate
St. .Louis Post-Dispatch,
selective principle in the novel.
In- a nd let it go at that.
Sun., Feb. 7, 1937.
Phone 404
610 6th St.
elusion, not exclusion, became the
There h avin g a high falutin opera
El aTe- -A Full Line of Seat Covers
order in this 1400 page book of /1 up at the picture house this week and
CREDENTIALS TYPED - ReasonM
E
twenty-four hours of two men's sub- are the prices fansy? Can you see· your
ht
able r ates - Call 83 7 or see rs. veconscious thought. Joyce's purpose self pain a dollar ten or even elg y- lyn Shields-In chemistry lab.-1 :55as explained by Dr. Burris, was t6 five c_~nts t~ gi~ to set and look as;
embrace and raze the scattered debris some Jiggly p1ctmes for .a coupla hoU: . 4:30.
of an old epoch of thinking by put- The play is intitled .Romeo and J ew11et. .------------~..,---1
R. H. BRUMLEVE, Prop.
ting the thing itse f ther~ on the If I reckonoiter to exaction, th~t is a
•
old time poem by Virge! if it aint one
page.
Marcel Proust was the second of Miltons Major Poems.
BARBER
great figure on the contemporary
I was highly distressed to hear that
horizon whose work Dr. Burris ex- you had been a feelin fluzy. I hope it
6th & ADAMS
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel
PHONE 284
plained. Proust was another writer dont transfu:ae into pfnuemollli'a on
occupied with
disentangling
and aecount I have learned that the marmounting his own emotions and tality rate on that is increditable.
nerve-responses. Much of his book,
~'Vl.ER.
Swann's Way, consists of the groupP. s. Remember me to your mom
ing and retraversing of remembered in case she aint still miff·ed at me.
experiences and the folded , coiled,
sinuous nerve-responses they stimA FULL LINE OF SCHOOL
ulate. Proust 's wonderfully sensitive
YOU
We Carry a Complete Line of
nervous system makes his sense of
School Supplies
in
which
to
have
your
SUPPLIES and NOTIONS
the nuances of taste, odor and color,
Application Photos taken.
so delicate that many of us do not
4th & Lincoln
Make your appointment now
Phone 422
know them at all, and he traces the
with
Fred
Ryan
at
subtle relations between ideas and
sensations. Of the others who wrote
before the war as well as after it,
F. L. Ryan, Prop.
Thomas Mann was mentioned as the
Phone
598
South Side Square
last of th~ great triumvirate. In his
book The Magic Mountain Mann's
Phones: Office, 126; Residence,
Office Phone 43
R es. IPhone 1148
purpose is the completion of the pi'cDR. W. B. TYM
DR.
W.
E.
SUNDERMAN
ture of European society before the
J. A. OLIVE&, M. D.
DENTIST
DENTIST
struggle, and it is drawn with bizarre
Eye, Ear, Nose,..and Throat
~ d powerful design.
Hours: 8 to 12- 1 to 5
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Cparleston National Bank Bldg.
In a r ecapitulation, Dr.
Burris
Charleston
National
Bank
Bldg.
P
eople's
Drug- Store Bldg.
FOR GLASSES
Phones . Office, 476; R esidence, 762
stated the common ground on which
. Charleston, Ill.
Charleston, Til.
South Side Square
Phone 28
<Continued on Page 8)
~~--~------------·-----------··------------------------------- ·---------------------------.
•--------------~
DR. WliLLIAM M. SWICKARD
,.,
DR.__ D~AN A,. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
By Staff Reporter
Defining "contemporary" literature
as that produced in the period
since the War, Dr. Q . G. Burris further reduced his topic by remaining
abroad in his discussion of the literature of today, a discussio·n delivered Thursday as the eighth offering
on the lecture series.

EI Graduate of 1910
Publishes Article

To Certificate or
N
C . fi
ot to erb cate-

.~

•• ••
•• •

WEREM·OVE
SPOTS

4

Gebhart'.s Stores

~i~i~E . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

Charleston Cl eaners

$6.95

CHARLESTON STEAM LAUNDRY

C. C. BREEN

'I

Modern, Up-to-Date Laundry Plant

A.

Fletcher's Grocery

c.

ADKIN S

GROCERIES AND MEATS

haven't long ...

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

The Artcraft Studio

·cHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CAR DS

I

RICKETTS

Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 6 :00p.m. and 7:00
·to 9 :00 p . m.
. 604~ JACKSON ST~
Telephone 132

You Will Find •••••

Our Groceries of Best Quality
and Our Prices Most Reasonable
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

'WINK'S'

~

·----------------------------~·

DR. J. R. ALEXANDER
516lh Sixth · St.

GROCERY

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF CAMPUS ON SIXTH

PHYSICi!AN AND SURGEON

a.

Office Hours '9
m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160

·~

The recollection of Quality remains
Long after the Price is forgotten

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co ..

•

DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th and Van Buren

OP'I10METRIC EYE SPEOIALlST
Alexander Bldg.
Phone 340
Nor th S'ide Square
Frames Repaired- Lenses Duplicated

604lh Sixth St.
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770

------------------------~·----------------------~
DR. B. C. TREXLER

DR. N. C. I.KNAYAN

DENTIST

Hours by Appointment

Linder Bldg.

Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
501 Jackson St.

Phones: Office, 387; R es., 1037

Phone:
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

. Physician and Surgeon
' Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:oop.m.

511% J ackson Street

Office and Res. 242

LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.
Monday and Saturday N'lghts

__j_~P~H
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Pemberton Hall to Hold J11ashington Ball Friday
Frolic
Grecian Unit Meets
Ike
Wlngler
Glves
Program
/or
Les Shepherd to Log Cabin
Draws 65 Couples
On Tuesday Evening
Minstrel to Be Held Thursday
Furnlsh Muslc
Dance Is Open to Hall Girls and
Gues ts Only; Decorations V\Till
Feature Revolutionary Figures
Dancing to the minuet of 1937 will
be the theme of the Washington Ball
at Pemberton Hall, February 19, from
8:30 to 12. Silhouettes of gracious
ladies and gentlemen of the revolutic·nary period will be the theme for
the decorations.
The colors are to be red, white and
black, carried out in streamers, silhouettes and balloons. Guarding the
entrances will be two life-sired silhouettes of this early American period.
Music will be furnished by Les
Sheperd's Orchestra from Terre Haute,
Ind. The dance will be open only to
Pem Hall girls and their guests.
The general chairman is Miss Margaret Owens with assistants Miss
Minnetta Phelps, chairman of decorations, Miss Josephine Moulton, chairman of programs and favors, Miss
Erma Corman, chairman of refreshr.lents, and their respective committees.

The Forum was host to about sixtyfive couples at the Log Cabin dance
held last Fii'iday evening in the auditorium from 8:30 to twelve o'clock.
C~arlie Austin and his nine piece band
from St. Elmo furnished the music.
Decorations consisted of log cabins,
featured by indirect illumination, and
silhouettes of A!brahaan Lincoln.
Miss Betty I. E. Rice served as general chairman of the dance, assisted
by Stanley Elam and Harold Knappe.
The decorations co:mhl.ittee incl\Uded
Helen Sarr, chairman, Martha Holladay, Barbara Ann Powell, Wilfred
Kelly, and Robert Anderson. Fen1
Webster, Audra Webster, Dorothy Felkel and Stanley Elam comprised the
poster committee.
Chaperons for the dance included
Dr. and Mrs. Donald R. Alter, Dr. and
:rvrrs. Walter W. Cook, Dean Catherine
F . Stilwell, Dr. Charles H. Coleman,
Dean and M:r s. Hobart F. Heller, Dr.
Mrs. Kevin Guinagh, Mr. Lloyd
"",ands un
d erman, ,Dr. an d Mrs. H arry L .
.L' •
· v
H
D "nd
l\1•ott er, Mr . P ans
an orn, r . ..,
M
H
· E Phipps
· _ , E , s·T c - - rs. arns_ _

Mrs. D. Rothschild,
Buzzard Entertain

---EIST·c---

Pem Hall Gives Tea
For Faculty Sunday
An informal Valentine tea was held
for the faculty of E. I. Sunday afternoon, February 14, from 4 to 6, at Pemberton Hall. The theme was carried
out in decorations corresponding to
the date.
The table decorations were red and
wh1te, with a center piece of carnations. Red candles and hearts were
also used. The mantle was decorated
with a red heart with many lights and
coresponding to this the ,w indows opposite were strung with hearts.
The g·eneral chairman was Margaret
owens, assistec... oy Dorothy Armes,
chairman of refreshments, 'M argery
French, chairman of decorations. The
official hostesses were Juanita Brown,
Helen Barr, Betty Ewing, Gwen Oliver,
June Richey, Edith Clouse, and Marian Arvedson.
Those pouring were Violet Podesta,
Betty Ford, Barbara Ann Powell, Shirley Harrod, Georgia Leisher, Virginia
Staff, J ean Roettger and June Henderson.

Mrs. R G. Buzzard and Mrs. Donald A. ~Rothschild were hostesses at a
delightful party last Saturday afternoon at the former's home, 907 :Seventh street. A delicious two course
luncheon was served at one o'clock. The
Valentine idea was used in the table
and house decorati~ns. Later, six tables of contract bridge were in play.
The guests, all connected with the
coUege, were: Mrs. C. P. Lantz, Mrs. H.
E. Phipps, Mrs. E. K. Asbury, Mrs. C. S.
Spooner, Mrs. Lloyd Sunderman, Mr.s.
Jay B. MacGregor, Mrs. Paul W. Sloan,
Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews, Mrs. F.
~- Verwiebe, ~s. Wayne P. Hughes,
Mrs. 0. L. Ra1lsback, Mrs. Walter W.
Cook, Misses Roberta Poos, Edith Leva~e, Ruby Harri~, Ethel H~nson, ~na
E~lmgton, Cathe~me F. Stilwell, W~nme Neely, Nanmlee Saunders, Bermce
Bankson, Mary E. ThOilliPSOn, Eeth
Kassa~aum, Myrtle Arnold and Mabel
Huppnch.
---EisT

The League's "Grecian" unit met
last Tuesday evening, February 9, at
'716 Johnson street with ten members
participating in the social hour. Refreshments were served by 'the hostesses, Betty .Ctl'eathouse, Virginia
Thornston, Genevieve Collins, Edna
Mrs. Donald Alter, 638 Division Mills, Ruby Culver and Catherine Anstreet, was hostess to a few friends derson.
Wednesday evening, three tables of
contract bridge being in play. High
score was held by Mrs. C. S. Spooner MACGREGORS ENTERTAIN
WITH DINNER-BRIDGE
and low hy Mrs. F. A. Beu. At the
close of play, refr-eshments were servMr. and Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor ened hy the hostess to the following
guests: Mrs. J. Glenn Ross, Mrs. Glenn tertained with a dinner party at 6:30
Seymour, Mrs. F. L. Verwiebe, Mrs. o'clock, Thursday, February 11.
The evening was spent playing
Harold M. Cavins, Mrs. C. P. Lantz,
bridge,
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles P .
Mrs. C. S. Spooner, Mrs. Harold
Lantz
holding
high-score at the close
Greene, Mrs. L. S. Phipps, Mrs. Frederick M. Miller, Mrs. F. A. Beu and of the play.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Mrs. H. F. Heller.
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. "An---I!:ISTc--drews, and Mr. and Mrs. Oharles P.
Lantz.

~--------·---------------------

"The Men's Union is happy to present, in honor of the Booster Club, for
tr....e male public's approval, a Minstrel
Show Thursday evening, February 18,
in the auditorium."
Such is the inv1tation of "Ike" Wingler, Minstrel producer, director and
actor. "The dialogue
is a compilation of
jokes t h at I've
heard or have originated. Some are
quite spicy, but
they have been
sanctioned by the
"Ike'' Stroud
Dean of Men, and
I think they will be well accepted by
ali, from the !President of the college
to .t he students on probation."
"The interlocutor for the show is
---EISTc--"I'~ , ~t
d,
id w· l
" d th
A.e
""
rou
,
sa
mg
er,
an
e
TEACHERS GIVE LUNCHEON
d
M
U t
'P
en men ar·e
arv 1n
p on as
e, 01
C
"S tch l' J d
Miss Jean Ragan entertained anumwee ,·
en ooper as
a
e , u y
Miss A.nna~bel Johnson and Miss AnVoris as 'Juniper', and myself as 'Samp- ter of friends in observance of her
nie
Weller were hostesses at a lunchbirthday
anniversary
Thursday
eve1 son'. The end men will be dressed in
eon
at the home of Mrs. Noble Rains,
ning.
Refreshments
of
cake,
ice
cream
white evening dr·ess with tails. The
S aturday, February 13. Following the
and candy were served.
chorus will wear white Eton packets
Those present were Frances Pyra, luncheon, three .taJbles of bridge were
and black tux trousers.
in play.
"Dean Heller's ass1stance ·a nd his Betty Duff, June Henderson, lsaJbele
---o:JsT·c--abili-ty to transpose music have been Smith, Elizabeth Shertiger, Marion
Mrs.
Robertson Visits
a big asset to the Minstrel," said Wing- Ruffer, Irene Martin, Marion ArvedMrs.
James
Robertson, the former
ler. "The music is especially good. Joe scn, Mildred Guthrie, Violet Podesta Kathryn Walker, spent last week in
and Miss Ragan.
Snyder will sing two numbers."
..
Charleston visiting her parents Mr.
Accompanying the Minstrel is an
and Mrs.
Walter
Walker
and
act sponsored by the band depart- ~o all the men of the coUege, funds be- friends at Eastern.
rl}ent, for which Dan Farr is directing ing furnished by the Men's Union
the following musicians: Eugene Ather- fund.
ton, John Dickerson, Max Seeley, Earl
Houts, Robert Fick, Clifford Howell , O~y one contingency may . hold
Cl1a;1es F'1scus, K enneth G a bl'e, p au1 thmgs .up,
. says Ike, and that lS the
"'ak
f'
ld
d
Le
d
B
hh
M
non-arnval
rented
Spend Your Spare Evenings
1
vv
er 1e an
onar
uc o z. r. f
t of . the . costumes
.
Eugene K. Asbury will pLay ·t he piano, r~m a .co~ ummg flrm m New York.
at the
and a "Little German Band" will pro- I Wmgler s 1llness four d~ys of last
vide part of the music.
week caused some delay m plans.
COLES COUNTY
Coach
W.
s.
Angus'
tumbling
class
£1sT~
1
v:ill feature the cream of the tumbling
You will find o~ advertisers courtclass in a series of stunts.
eous, accommodatmg and friendly.
Berna;rd E. Alexander, Manager
The program will be followed by a Make their acquaintance.
cafeteria style lunch in the reception
room. The men who are responsible
fc·r the lunch are: Wayne Neal, GaJ;"e
land Bry,a n, ,s.t eve Mayoras, George
On Comes Spring •• t an..d
Ken· and Russell Spicer.
Style on Parade in •••
The entertainment and lunch is free

Mrs. Donald Alter
Is Contract Hostess

Party Honors Birth
of Miss Jean Ragan

Students & Faculty

BOWLING ALLEYS

KATHERINE SHORES GOES
TO AL KAVELIN DANCE

Miss Katherine Shores attended
---EISTc--the Registration dance at the UniBLAKE MARRIES PLATT
versity of Illinois with Mr. Francis
Whitaker last Monday. AI Kavelin's
Mr. William Blake. former Eastern orchestra played.
student, has announced his marriage
to Miss Betty Platt of Champaign, TIL
Mr. Blake is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
St.roude Blake of Terre Haute, formerly of Charleston. He graduated from
the Teachers Gollege high school in
1931 and from the University of Illinois
in 1936, attending both Knox College,
at Galesburg and Eastern.

I

Alw~s the Best Line of
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Phone 531

CHARLESTON FRUIT
STORE

Spring
Beauty

RITCHIE, KLL. 1 K VISIT
John Ritchie '36 and Willard Kink, ·
two year graduate, both of whom are
teaching in Georgetown, illinois, were
guests at t he Fidelis house last weekend.
---lt18Tc---

Willard Duey '36, now teaching in
Springfield, Illinois, was a week-end
guest of Miss Josephine Thomas. Miss
Thomas and Mr. Duey attended the
Forum dance Friday evening.

You can look as pretty as a picture by giving yourself the care
in which we specia.lize. Ask for
a consultation or appointment
now and look your best.

MODERN
BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE 1501 '

815 1\IONROE
Guaranteed by
GOOD HOUS~KEEPING
at advertised therein

Now is the time ... , .
to have your
APPLICATION PHOTOS
take-n at

Sanders Studio
Photographs with Character

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE PARTIES
DANCING

PHONE 283

The facilities of this Hotel are available

Chocolate Dipped

Coffee Sho11-Private Dining Room
-Banquet Room

Virginia Peanuts
20c pound

''BOB HILL''
602 JACKSON ST.

$

Special Menus ~Sunday and Holidays
May We Serve Yoru '!

HOTEL U.S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois

Only in shoes of this pin-rib
fabric do you get the sleek
trim NEW feeling that spells
Spring! These exciting styles
~re made more so with
touches of Calfskin or Patent,
and come in brown, black,
blue, beige or grey. We've
other new ones too! Come in!

A&G SHOE M.A RT
SMARTEST STYLES

GREATEST VALUES
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~tbr5 Dr. W. W. Cook Offers Sound Advice

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

To Eastern's Prospective Pedagogues

Tuesday, February 16, 1937

Must He Die ?

Published each Tuesday of the school Gives Down-to-Earth Dope on How to Secure Teaching Positions
year by the students of the Ea:stern Illinois
in Placement Bureau 'Bluebook'.
State Teachers College at Charleston.
in securing the services of well qualBy Staff Reporter.
Entered as second class matter November
Dr. Walter W. Cook, director of ified teachers. The second purpose is
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston, the Placement Bureau, has publish- to assist worthy alumni and students
ed a small 32 page booklet printed of the college in securing teaching
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
in the Industrial Arts department, positions.
~-Printed by the Courier Publlshing Company
"How to Obtain a Teaching Posi"The bureau cannot and does not
tion ," and h as put it into the hands claim to · place teachers.
It does
stanley Elam '38 ..................................................................Co-eqitor of each oertificating student. This
furnish facilities
through
which
Walton Morris '37 ................................................................Co-editor pamphlet contains invaluable informa- qualified teachers may bring together
Donald Cavins '37 ..............................................Business Manager tion for inexperienced teachers
information about themse:ves which
Glen Cooper '37..................................................Publicity Director
First of its kind ever to ·be pub- is essential in securing a position."
Florence Cottingham '37 ....................................Associate Editor lished at Eastern, the little booklet is
Some very interesting advice is
John Farrar '39 .......................................................... Sports Editor written in a plain, straight-forward given under, "How to make a Personmanner and contains practical inBeulah Midgett '38 ....................................................Society Editor formation not offered in the class- al Application." " . . . the applicant should find out as much as
Mary Jane Kelly '39..............................................................Features room. How to write a letter of appossible about their (the board memAline Claar '39 ........................................................................Features plication, how to make personal ap- bers') personalities, tastes, prejudices,
plications, qualifications necessary to peculiarities and the community facFranklyn L. Andrews............................................................Adviser
fulfill the state teaching require- tions to which they belong. If possible
ments, application ethics, all are he should solicit the aid of influlQ36
Member
1937
discussed candidly, with special no- encial citizens of the community . . .
tice given to small details
(:\ssociated
CbUe6iate
Press
Member
Member
He should find out what is preferred
The purposes of the· bureau are, as in r·eligion, what are the influential
OSPA
Distributors of
ICPA
set forth in the .pamphlet: "to aid lodges and clubs of the community,
CoUe5iote Dieiest
the public school systems of Illinois and what is the · special pride of the
community.
~----SONNET TO J I M - - - - -;
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, Hl37
"The applicant should find out why
(By Eastern's Poet Laureat.e, Eddie Ferguson)
the teacher • is leaving the position
for which he is applying, if the
You most maligned! How long your frame hath been
teacher has been discharged. It is
Condemned
by all who knew thee-Damned in vain!
desirable to find out why and to
Ycu
foulest
blight! You cancer! Daily men
tactfully build up his qualifications
L\notlv~r of tho e bill to which teachers find
Hn.
ve
wished
thee hence; yet here you still rcmaln.
in such a way as to convince the
tlwm:;elv<'3 suh:-;cr;bing educationally but objecting
Most
curst
of
gifts of those from Heaven sent,
board that he does not possess the
We bore with you n.nd sadly called it fate:
for personal reasons was introduced i~to the
What is your favorite expression? poor judgment or adverse qualities of
We thought you soon would go-you never went.
Illinois senate February 2 and referred to the com- (unsolicited) ·
the previous teacher . . . He should
long I've wished thee naught but illHow
mittee on education. The sales talk
be prepared to ask the superintendSteve Prosen - Well, I'll tell ya.
Yet wait.
Would Make for this bill centers around the hope
Bob, Fairchild I'll break your ent many intelligent questions. A list
of such questions should be preparod
that it will make possible some of leg.
Why should I thus your antique frame so curse?
New Board
before the interview."
Glenn
Ooler
Now,
when
I
was
at
Your only fault is being-so be I.
of Education the reforms in our state school adIn short, it seems that the prosOh faithful Jim, I lfain would change my verse
ministrati vc set-up which h~ve too DeKalbpective
teacher
should
be
a
thorough
And
for your good intent heave this long sigh:
Ruth
Clapp
Good
night,
all!
Jon()" o-one be()'gin<Y for suppo rt. The bill would proCarlos Ogden - I hope, I betcha. realist, prepared to meet any sor.t of
And drop a tear upon your honored bones,
Yicl; for a state board of education consist ing of
Dave Kessinger
Yeah, hello, situation with an adaptable guile
I hang a wreath above your p'iled stones.
nine members ,yith power to recommend consolida- Favorite Expression!
amounting in some cases, perhaps, to
tion of the squeezed-up, overlapping, inefficient,
Jo MouJton - Oh, you're late, huh? hypocrisy and simulation.
It is a
rostlv mess that we now call our educational sysMary Rosalie Bear - The plodding, game which the mop salesman plays
Prussian peasant!
when angling for his customer on the
tem ln Illinois.
Campus
Russell
Farnsworth
It
makes
me
back porch, the diplomat when draw\V think the end which the promoters of this
The recen t denial of recognition of the
ing up a treaty in the council rooms.
bill evidently . .have
.
in view is O"Ood. True, such re - no nevermind.
Shirley Harrod - Oh, pshaw!
We are not unduly shocked.
Campus Band as a campus organ'Ization
t ~,l~e
form might throw many a grubbing rural school

Senate Bill No. 1 and
School Consolidation

Elephant's
Child ...

I

Professio'n alism on Our

on

tea her out of his job of teaching a half dozen
young ters down in the little red school house.
That i why so many erlncators will rise on their
hind leo· a~d prote t. to high heaven. But it would,
if realized, save the tro\lbled t axpayer further fish ing in his pocket, and, more important, give his
children better educational opportunity. After a ll,
it i · to th se latter that education owes its real r espon::;ihility, nol to johles teachers. ·
There is, however, one big joker in the proposed bill. The nine board members would b e lavmen, and \\·onld not be paid a salary. Under su~h
provisions it would be impossible
Big Joker
to get nine capable men. Such a:
in Bill
job wou ld require the best. Prestige.
as Proposed
. eeker , not competent men, would
he appointed. 1oreover, the bill as
it now sta nds would g ive very little more power to
the board than is now vested in the sta te superintendent's office. The only apparent result of its'
aclo1 tion would be further division of authority.
The only way to cure the ills of the Illinois
school set-up would be to change the constitution
do away with the superintendent's office and creat~
a s!llaller, operat~v~ board with full po~er to consolidate and admtmstrate to its heart's content.

To Quasi Students. There i a certain species of criminally incon~ ~d ~rate ar.mnd Eastern who insist on stepping just
m tde the doors. of. the general library to annoy
tho e at ,,·ork WIth mce sant, half-whispered, halfspoke l_l chatter. This i especially true on Wednes rJay nwht . Cha ed out of the halls, these auasi
students (who came to dance after 9 o'clock) . ~Teet
friend s, kid gi rls, snicker, make a sses out of themselves, all for the greater annoyance of bona fide
student s.
These expectant dancers have been asked to
remain in the z.nditcrium. As a permanent reminder
that th e auditorium and not the library entrance i '
the place for them, we s uggest swin g ing doors £or
the li brary. The phy ical effort involved in pu hing
s uch an impediment out of his way should a lone
erve to di.:;cuurage the loqu aciou loafer from
making hi aimles entry. It would also shut out
eli. t urbing n oises from the hall.

Minstrel Minus LadiesJke Wingler tells u s that the idea of the Minstrel is primarily to sh ow the women that they
ar n't nece sary. ·In oth er words he disagrees with
S hake ~pea re or whoever said : "Maybe we can't get
:ll ong- with the w men, but it's a cinch we can't get
a long without 'em."

Have You Heard?
Round About the Campus
with Walton Morris
. . . that "Slasher" Sunderman has
a new method qf building up resistance ·to head co1ds? Aforesaid miniature physical culturist is sleeping
in a dormitory with a temperature
bordering on zero and playing basketball in the open air without wearing
a shirt. The fresh air fanatic and
Bernarr MacFadden have much in
common now. We expect him to take
up skiing in swim trunks like Il Duce
most anytime.

were the days when President L. 0.
Lord bestrode his beautiful chestnut
riding horse, Prince. Mr. S. E. Thomas
rode a tandem !bike to school, and Mr.
A. B. Crowe coached the baseball team.

ground that so profes. ional a group had 110 place
among our organizations has caused some critical di ·cussion involving the general question of
professionalism.
On our campus professionalism has never received a very thoroughgoing definition. Stricth·
speaking , we have the following examples of it
already : The athletic teams are given expensiYc
sweaters, meals and free trips. The publications
heads receive regular salaries, the glee clul) o-ets
a. free • trip• and meals
for a week. Carryino·
::,our
•
b
mvestiga twn to lts narrowest extreme, we find
that Wf. hayc professional scholars·, vvho go to
school to get YA checks. This las t in ta.1ce
demonstr;1 tes the ridiculousness of terming as
professionals those who participate in these extracurricular activities,

. . . that the Fidelis boys are going
to join the naval air corps? Erother
John Lewis has already applied and
several others are ready, just as soen
as he is accepted.
They've been
o one would go to school to obtain an ~--'I' A
talking to "Nosedive" Newell too tipencl. Likewise, the tangible compensation
much lately. Aviation magazines are from the activities named is so fa·r from commen. . ·. the n ew bass horn in Lane's even more popular than that ultra- surate with the effort and time expended that
campus band? Sounds great.
We urbane thing called Esquire which the
i:here is no basis for a charge of professionalism.
don't want to put any ideas in the boys all swear by (and at).
Those
who are connected with such activities are
boys' heads, but they sounded like
not
primarily
interested in the monetary or other
"old hands at ·the game" last Wed- . . . any' of the interesting thing!ll
ga
in
that
comes
therefrom. They are more OJ•ell
nesday night. We're getting proud to done by the Home Management
know you boys-keep truckin,' the class over in the Home Ec depart- to the charge of being 'extra-curricular bums'
Aragon's the limit!
ment? They study a type of thing than of professionalism,
which we'll call "husbandry'' !or want
..• about the Charleston man whose of. a better title. In this course they
wife just h appened to look in the are concerned primarily with the
pockets of an old suit before send- 1 type of husband they plan to ening it to flood refugees- and found snare in the not too distant future.
$200 in it? Her husband had dis- The class unanimously decided that
Invites students and faculty members
carded the suit several years ago the dark complexioned man was firs·t
to voice their opinions on topics conand had forgotten about the money. choice. In view of the personnel of
cerned with college life. Please limit
The man's n ame is L. E. Clapp-- the class, we think this very signiletters to 150 words . .. also sign same
some say a relative of our own Ruth cant. Also, his monthly salary must
"Alec" Clapp!
not be less than $100· pet month. As
for the first requisites .of • a home, Dear Soap Box:
. . . that the presidents of Sigma they decided on first the bedroom
What .new system has gone into effect here at Eastern?
Delta and Kappa Delta Pi have at and next in importance, the kitchen.
It seems strange that having passed some courses, namely
last signed a truce to end the feud
Englisn 20 and 21, we are required to tal{c and pass a
between the two clubs? 'Twas very ... That HAVE YOU HEARD broad- "post"-final examlnation in these SlJbjects. Has it been
lEgally done in the presence of Ad- Icasts every Tuesday afternoon over the founci that tbe lnstructlon in English 20 and 21 has not
visers Andrews and !Reinhardt, by the National Broadcasting Company? This been sufficient for the student to merit a final grade?
presidents of both clubs. Note: both pl'ogram may ·b e heard at 2:45 CenThe results of the English comprehensive examination
p~exys used pseudonyms. Now a new tral time, 3:45
Eastern .t ime, 1:45 show that there is something wrong. Only twenty out of
feud- a feud to end feuds- is in pro- Mountain time, or 12:45 Pacific time one hundred three students passed the test. Students
gress.
over the Blue network. The topic for making "A's" and "B's" in English 20 and 21 could not pass
this week will be "Weaeler Phenom- this test. Why? Certalnly It was not the students' fault..
. . . Charleston once h ad a street car ena." Tune in !t his afternoon. The
The English department must choose one of two realine that ran up Sixth street? The editors are of the opinion that it is sons: the instruction given in English 20 or 21 is not adeusefullness of the line expired before hJ,gh time that the :(acuity and stu- quate for the average college student; or the test itself
·t he contract with the CIPS Co. did, dent body began to appreciate .t his was too difficult.
however, and the trolleys used to run column. We call attention to these
Should the students be rorced to upset t:1eir curricular
up and down for hours and even days br oadcasts •t hat you may know the schedule to make up for the inadequacy of the English
at a time without stopping except really wor·t hwhile accomplishments of department?
at the conductor's · lunch hour. Those IIAVE YOU HEARD.
-Juanita Brown.

The Soap Box- --
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WISE PROF WRITES WIFE
WHAT WILL OCCUR WHERE
swEET MAGNOLIAs BLooM ·
1
'

I

rofessor

P

COLSEYBUR' S

Last Trump

COLSEYBUR WINS-EASTERN CELEBRATES
Colseybur topped the million ma.rk 'in his drive for new readers shortly
after 9 p. m. Thursday. And here's how he did it, boys. We put the final tabulation before yell, realizing that the commercial value of the list is beyond
comp'ltation. C6lseybur 'has never accepted a penny for his efforts, and he is
more determined than ever to keep his amateur standing.
Where they came from:
• - - · - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1. Requests from Dr. MacGregor's gentleman. But to be driven to this.
(Sees colleagues) Helloa!
friends in Decatur 54,107 copies.
2. Request from Governor Horner
All: Hi, Charlie.
(including clippings of new gym)Dr. Ross (In a hurry) Come on,
994,682 copies.
Sloan. We'll make it in one.
3. Request from Education
deDr. Sloan: (In a hurry) No chance
partment - 4 copies.
to dub this one.
4. Request from History departDr. Burris: And to whom do we owe
ment - 3 copies.
5. Request from relatives of Col- this honor?
Dr. Ross: I'd tell you fellO"JTS, but
seybur - 6 copies.
honest I just can't.
Grand total - 1,488,802 copies.
The next step in education - extra
Dr. Sloan: I've cracked some tough
curricular activities of the extra-cur- nuts, but this one has got me, boys.
Iicu1ar activities.
Dean Beu: Say, you fellows forgot
your clubs.
Dr. Ross: Keep them. We won't need
Dump the impending lot of term
papers on the river bank and the river them.
Dean Beu: What am I to do with
will stay put.
them? I'm next. Better get in line.
Strange that no one ever thought of There ought to be some order about
ins.ulating the classroom s in order to this.
Dean Heller: Man alive. I shouldn't
do away with the shock hazard.
have come. Why didn't you tell me
this was bank night?
'
Leslie Hawa.rd is here today, Miss
Dr. Burris: Surely you can't be--?
Reinhardt! Ol.e Poker Face gracefully
Dr. Seymour: Not you?
withdraws.
Dean Heller: Yes, me.
Ole Poker Face: This is the last
0 Patria Mia!
trump.
What would Abe have said
Chorus: That's something.
If the Union had gone dead?
Dr. Burris: Well, the waters beckon.
What would George have thundered
Dr. SeymoUr: This is no Swan Song.
If the States had comma blundered?
This is the Anvil Chorus. Here's mine.
Great was Abe and great was George
(Pulls out comic valentine and reads)
(Minus Electrolux and Norge).
They could funiculi, funicula
Listen, old professor,
About the old curricula.
To what I have to say.
Great was Abe and great was George..
I woh't be half so dull
(Minus Electrolux and Norge).
As your lecture was today.
I won't be half so smart,
After the Thin Man
And I won't be half so cute.
A Play' in Four Scenes and No Acts
But why not go to Spain
Time: February 15th
If it's the bull you want to shoot?
Place: Brooklyn Bridge
Your Valentine.
Dr. Burris (Sauntering despondentChorus: And mine too. (Tugboat
ly) : Oh that this too sorry flesh should passes under bridge).
melt. An end to it. I say an end to it!
(Ih'. Burtis lights cigarette. Dean Hel(Calculates distance to the water.
ler whistles. Dean Beu grunts. Dr. Ross
Looks up at the stars).
and Dr. Sloan look flabbergasted. Dr.
Dr. Seymour (Approaching): Just
Guinagh scowls. Dr. Coleman thumbs
my luck. (Notices Dr. Burris) : Oh, I
his vest. All depart for a cup of cofsay, Burris, what takes you out tofee).
night?
Curtain.
Dr. Burris : A trivial mission, my dear
fellow, a trivial mission. I was conFebruary 9. Up with the house and
templating a double jack- knife. Hum
to
the Little Campus for cuppa coffee.
some Chopin, will you?
Then
to classes, which are usually dull
Dr. Seymour: Hum some Chopin?
or
lively
and confusing. Thereupon
I'm looking for an orchestra for my
resolve
to
do better. Off to the 1M's
·own dive.
to
see
Mummy's
Boys take on the JitDr. Burris: What! You?
ter
Bugs.
Back
for
beef stew. Start to
Dr. Seymcur: Yes, me! (Dr. Guinstudy,
but
think
better
of it, and off to
agh approaches) .
the
Lincoln
to
see
Bill
P 'o well kiss
Dr. Guinagh: (To himself) I wonder
1\lyrna,
Loy.
And
so
home
and to bed.
how an inspired amateur would do
it?
It is now 12 :47 a. m.
When the
Dr. Seymour: This seems to be a
gong
sounds,
the
Bulova
is
over.
party. What brings you here, my good
Signed:
Ole
Poker
Face.
man?
Dr. Burris : Speak, rascal!
Dr. Guinagh: Well, you see, gentleYOU WILL BEmen, I was short on hemlock.
more than interested in the
Dr. Seymour : You a suicide?
Tne
Accident Insttrance policy that
Industrial Arts department hasn't
you can get with yi:mr
stolen you-r"iast student, ha,.ve they ?
THE
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Dr. Guinagh: 0 tempora, o mores,
Inquire o·f
no! That I could bear. That I could
endure. The ignominy of it all. Tne
injustice that is the lot of thiS1 mortal
for partioulaJrs
sphere,
205 LINCOLN
PHONE 1103
Dr, Seymour: Well, let it out .
Dr. Burris : Sssh. We are not alone.
Dr. Ccok : This beats everything.
Just as I was about to take a perman~
ent rest cure, I burst in on another
committee meeting.
Dr. Seymour: If you're here for what
we think you are, go ahead and move
PAINTS, WALL iPAPER
we adjourn. A spade is a spade; and
a splash is a splash,
and GLASS
Dr. Coleman: As I was about to say
- . Oh, hang it all. H I could
Telephone 993
419 6th St.
only have ended in the gutter like a

EDGAR BELL, EI '40

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS

NEW PARTY GOODS .....
are arriving daily, including Place Cards, Tallies, Playing Cards
and Gifts. Also complete l'ine of new Greeting Cards.

BROTHERS
KI NG
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE
!\EWSPAl,Ell S

PHONE 428

MAGAZINES

Kangaroo Tales

week's
cqlumn.
SPACE!!!

WATCH

THIS

bg the
A well-known professor was
busy at his desk writing letHigh -T ailers
ters when a colleague dropped 1
in for a friendly call. GlancMargaret Highland
Lloyd F. Sundennan "I think
ing over the friend's shoulder at
and
Sam Tag/or
g·irls in the Glee club should practice
a pile of letters, the
visitor
what they screech."
noticed that the letters were
dated February 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
and 27.
Note to Editors: We think that
(To the economics classes)
"I'm not curious about the this column is justified in bearing
Little Miss Muffet sat o~ a tuffet
contents of these letters," re- such a distinctive title as "Kangaroo
Waiting for her love,
marked the friend, "but I am Tales" because we are certain that it
Along came a spider and sat down
curious as to why you have dat- is "bound" to "leap" ahead of all
beside her,
ed them all ahead."
others in popularity.
We thought
Gosh!-It must be a sit-down
"Well, it's thi·s way," was the seriously of calling
the
column
strike!
reply. "I'm going to New Orleans "Panther Breeches," but
everyone
next week, and my wife made knows that "panth" are breeches,
(To the personal hygiene classes)
me promise to write every day." sooooo-.
There
were three men in a tub,
---o:o•Tc:--De rub, de dub, de dub,
Rhymes of the WeekThe butcher, the baker and the
(Dead-icated to the zoology classes)
candle-stick maker,
~ Can Mary had a little lamb
Boy, just look at 'em scrub!
Its fleas were white as snow
A week ago Sunday, Dr. Rothschild
Gendics
prove them to be
canned ten chickens. Tut! Tut! What
It's too bad Highland doesn't write
Recessive-albino!
have the high school gals been doing?
a column with Dean Fling.
Then
Don't ask. They were John Macwe could c~ll it the Highland Fling.
Gregor's chickens. A popular ladAmerica is divided into 48 states
John. He has three chickens left,
We can't even name them all
This column comes as a cereal-for
hardly enough for a
harem, but a
Just two more weeks of the winter underfed dining service men.
starter, at least. And to top it all, the [
term ,
canning was done after church servAnd then-new recreation tickets.
ices. One would think that girls
would behave themselves better in
Philosophical ideas of campus con25c-DINNERS-35c
church. Anyway, the chickens were
temporaries:Choice
of
Everything on the l\lenu
canned, and there were ten of them,
Hamburger
5c-llot Soup
HMous7e"
Kessinger
(geography
which means that Dr. Rothschild is re~
major)
"Gravity'
is
the
magnetic
Groceries,
Meats,
Fruits and Vegesponsible for ten canned chickens
personality
of
the
earth."
tables,
Ice
Cream,
School Supplies,
What's funny about that?
Fountain
Drinks.
Open Evenings.
---I!:ISTC--"Isaac" Walton Morris "What
D.
T.
FREELAND
is the difference between a chicken?
TC NEWS DOES NOT
706 LINCOL."'J
MANUFACTURE NEWS The answer will appear in next PHONE 73

A Success Story: Let
Those Who Can

THE LINCOLN INN

In last week's issue The Last Trump
called attention to the dent in Dr·
Ross's radiator grille. Dr. Ross was un~
aware of the dent, or the News crack
about it, until urged by Dean Beu to
look at his radiator grille. Dr. Ross
found the dent described. Ole Poker
Face is ever alert to the news of the
moment, but he positively does not
demoli'sh property in order to prove
that if you see it in the News, it's so.

For Social Functions
.... BE SURE AND ORDER
YOUR CAKES FROM THE

IDEAL

North Side Square

BAKERY

PHONE 1500

ANNOUNCING AN ENTERTAINMENT EVENT C H A R L E S T 0 N WILL
NEVER FORGET-THE MOST THRILLING LOVE STORY EVER TOLD!

LINCO -LN THEATRE
ONE DAY ONLY-- TUESDAY, FEB. 16
MAT. 3:00 ••• EVE. 8:30 ALL SEATS RESERVED

MAT. 83c-55c

E VE.-$1.1 0-83c-55c
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Eastern Will Meet Southern In Last 'Cracker Box' Tilt
'I

1-M Round Robin Nears End;
Scribe Favors Fidelis, Phi Sigs

FARRAR SEEING
Bg ....

John Farrar

Curry, Waldrip to Match Points
With
D.
Fulton
of
Carbondale
-----------------·

Fidelis Must Win Over lA Club, JIM CLARK, DASH
ROSE BOWLERS KEEP
'Squirrely' Jones, Waldrip Are
Possibly th 2 last varsity game ever
Greeks Beat Jitter Bugs to
PROSPECT, SUFFERS
ON
TOP
IN
SECOND
Back in Shape, Promise Hard
Meet in Championship Tilt.
FROM LEG INJURY tv be played in the " Cracker-box" will
Battle
Friday.
MATCH
WITH
2,245
bf:· played Friday night when Captain
•
By Marvin Upton
Intramural sports for this year are
just about ended. Two games are left
.to play. Incidently, these two games
are the two most important ones in
the Round Robin ·.schedule
because
they involve the two top ranking teams,
the Phi Sigs and the Fidelis.
If I may be p ermitted to do a little presuming, I would like to say that
L'ti' the Phi ·S igs win from the Jitter
Bugs and IF the Fidelis win fwm the
IA Club, then these two winners will
automa.tically be matched for the
Round Robin championship, This
promises to be a real clash, with, I
hope, the best team coming out on
top. (No predictions, Farrar.)
Three Emerge ·with Good Standings
In a short resume, we find Newt's
Hungry Five, the Lair, and the Mummy's Boys winding up with good standings. Several other teams, who started out slow, have shown considerable
improvement and are apt to mak·e excellent showing in the elimination tournament. The Ninth Street Cadets and
the Gilbert Boys were hard to stop
in .t heir last few games. However, they
will be given a chance to display their
abilities in the tournament.
Your writer, who thiriks he has a
nose for news, tried hard to obtain an
interview last week with a member of
the popular Pop's Boys team. It proved
to be an impossibility. Where they
'vere nobody knew, until ,they were
finally found in the cellar (position) .
I collared Ray "Joe" Sanders' as he was
staggering up ·t he steps and I says to
him, while he was off balance, er.guard, I mean, 'Joe, how do you boys
feel af.ter having cinched the cellar
position?'. He says with much confidence, "Oh, we were not the least bit
worried about that, but I was more
worried about Mary?, the NYA, and
the flood." Congratulations boys on
not winning a game. Better luck in
~the new gym.
Gets Tip from Haverstock
That reminds me, I received a tip
from .t he present intramural manager
that next year's program promises to
be a dandy.
With more space and better facilities, a more varied program may be
intl"oduced. This program would include volley-ball, !basketball, softball,
tennis, and possibly others. This fact
should give way to assistant intramural
managers, NYA referees for intramural games, and so aid in a more extensive and more efficient intramural program. Perhaps, this is an enthusiastic
sports fan's dream, but, nevertheless,
it is good food for thought.
- - -E19Tc - - - -

AREN'T flowers just as beautiful
all the time as on special occasionsand just as well appreciated .t oo?
Form · the flower habit-and
the
habit of phoning 'Maurie' Carrol for
them. Phone 39 - Next door W .
Union.
- - - E I S T·c - - -

ROOMS FOR RENT- Modern rooms
with single bed $1.50. Lighthousekeeping or excellent board available. A
small apartment for rent, two boys or
a couple. Fourth, Street Boarding
House, 1422 Fourth street.
- - - E i sT· c - - -

What you're looking for. at the price
you want them, with gracious service
- you'll find all three when shopping
at News advertised business houses.

James Clark has been absent from
school for the past two weeks with
an infected leg developing from a
minor cut. The infection was lanced
last Wednesday and the doctor assured Clark that he would be on his feet
today.
Coach W . .S. Angus has been relying
on Clark to be one of the outstanding
performers in the dash events in track
this spring. It is hoped that the severing of muscles involved in lancing
the infection will not handicap Olark
in his specialty this year.
---EISTC'---

TC Five Wins Over
Toledo High 27-16
Coach Paris Van Horn's T. c . warriors overwhelmed the Toledo High
school at Toledo Wednesday night by
a score of 27-16. With the exception
orf the th'ird quarter, during which they
scored 13 points, Toledo was unable to
get through the T. C. guards for any
extensive scoring.
The score at the first quarter intermission wasT. C. 5; Toledo, 0. At the
half, T. C. led 15-1. Third quarter
score was 23-13 in T. C.'s favor.
Mirus was high in points for the
locals with 15 points. Everhart led the
Toledo lads with a total score of seven
points.
Toledo was offered 11 chances from
the charity l1ne but succeeded with
only four points. T. a. made good
with three out of four free throws.

Eastern Teams Have
Poet, Many Joneses
AlLhough Eastern is located at Charleston and not Jonesborough, the Jones
family is well represented in athletics
at Eastern. Earl Jones, formerly one
o£ Coach cru;.s on's cagers, is expected
to be a r-egular pitcher on the spring
1
b:t.Seball nine. Lewis "Squirrely" Jones
of Paris and Herschel Jones of Newton, both hot off the high school basketball floor of last year, are Panther
steadies.
"E!_l" Wa.Idrip, star of the Greenup
high school five of former years, now
listed among the high scorers of the
Little Ninateen, has interests varie·d
euough to include the writing of poetry,
and quite good poetry, too.

WHITE

A. G. FROM MEL

BURBECK
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Welton's Shoe Shop

Including Vest

·-----------------------------

Coles County's Largest Oep't. Store
•HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR

HATS
COATS
DRESSES

NEWELL'S

SPORTS WEAR

CORNER TENTH and LINOOLN

- - - E I STC: - --

The last home game of the season
made more m emorable by the fact that
it is the last one to be played in the
old gym, features a rival teachers college quintet, old Southern. Lt was this
team that came from behind a Panther
lead a few weeks ago to win a smashing victory on their home floor, 45-28.
The game is scheduled for 8 o'clock
Friday p. m.
The .Southerners will bring with
them one of the outstanding scoring
aces of the Little Nineteen, Derald Fulton, who last week was leading the
conference in points scored. With Fulton pitted against the Panther scoring aces, Joe Cuny and Bill Waldrip,
t he game should develop into a high
score battle.
Other Southern stars are Broadway
and Edwards, who made the local&
look bad in the encounter a.t Carbondale.
Coach Carson's team, which has had
a long rest since the last encounter,
with Normal, will be in the pink of
condition to meet the Southern contingent. Although Bill Waldrip has
not been up to par in the last games,
ciue .t o an attack of .the flu, he is expected to be at his ibest in the coming
scrap. Lewis "Squirrely" Jones, another
Panther who was ill for a time, showed a return to form in the Normal
game of last week ·and should see action Friday.

PHONE 295

with service above
standard.

SERVICE STATION

I

Augusta.na and Carthage stand in
the path of Bradley Tech's drive
for the Little Nineteen conference
basketball championship this week.
lllinois Wesleyan, the defending
champion, failed to stop Bradley
February 9. Tech meets Augustana. tonight and hopes of other
contenders for at least a share of
title honors rest with the Vikings
a.nd Carthage this week.
Bradley enters the Augustana
game with seven straight league
triumphs, and is the only unbeaten five of the 21 members of the
C()nference. Bradley's 42 to 26 victory over Wesleyan praciically
eliminated
Wesleyan and her
chances of t•epeating her champiom:hip performance of a year ago
grow very slim. Wesleyan has lost
two games.
Carthage is believed to have a
better chance to beat Bradley on
Friday than Augustana has t onight. Bradley defeated Carthage
33 to 30 in the Illinois-Iowa college
tournament of Rock Island, and
the ca.rthage team has the advantage of playing on their own court.

Last Tuesday
evening Eastern's
Bowling League completed its second
night in the series of matches held
in the local bowiing alleys.
The Rose Bowlers again held the
high scor·e of the evening by garnering
2245 points against the Phi Sigs 2232
points. The faculty Gray Beards eked
cut a victory over the P anther Lair by
a score of 1978 to the Lair's 1775.
The high scorers of the V'arious
teams were as follows: Garnier-197
points (Rose Bowlers; Wilson - 185
points (Phi Sigs) ; Thut-191 points
(Gray Beards) ~ Nash - 151 points
(Lair).

FG FT
PLUMBING & HEATING
teen eire es is scheduled for SatMirus, f ...........................................7
1
COMPANY
m·day when Oakland City, Indiana,
Did you know that ... William McH ayes, f ........................................... 1
0
comes to Shw·tleff. Coach Money
Plumbing, Heating and
Endsley, f. .................................... 1
0 Andrew, athletic director and head
has
.designated
that
game
as
the
coach
at
Carbondale
Teachers
College,
Sheet Metal Work.
Myers, f ........................................... 0
0
occasion of first "Mothers' Night."
Brown, g. ........................................ 2
0 worked continuously for fom days and
Mothers of students will be invited
0 nights in the flood area and was so
Lewis, c...........................................0
to attend as guests of the Shurt2 exhausted he was ordered to a hosDay, c ............................................... 1
Clive Dick, Mgr.
leff athletic council.
0 pital. He was unable .t o be with his
Hall, g . ..............................................0
CaiTell, g. ........................................ 0
o bukcl~ll ~~ ~ri~ ~pm~~j r------------------------------~:
0 games at Wesleyan and DeKalb. More
Childress, g. ..................................0
than 500 refugees have been quartered
3 in the Carbondale gym for ·t he last
Totals ..........................................12
two weeks . . . ?
HARDWARE
TOLEDOFG F.r
Everhart, f ................................... 3
1
Sporting Goods
Dishes
Something· new in Little NineNeal, f ............................................. 0
0
Flashlights
Cutlery
Rice. f . ............................................ 1
0
Student Lamps
Paints
Ballinger, f. ..................................0
0
Light
Bulbs
Kitchenware
Massie, c . ........................................2
1
Birdsell, c. ...................................... 0
0
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
ELECTRIC & RADIO CO.
PHONE 492
Quinn, g . ..........................................0
2
Darling, g. ...................................... 0
0
~
·~
~
lVIock, g .............................................0
0
Electrical Appliances, Fixtures
Alien s, g ......................................... 0
0
and
SINGLE BREASTED!
DOUBLE BREASTED!
Complete Rad'io Service
Totals ............................................4
41
---EISTc---604 6th St.
PHONE 474
CREDENTIALs TY'PED - R easonable rates - Call 837 or see Mrs. Evelyn Shields- In chemistry lab.-1 :55For Up-to-Date
4 :30.
SHOE REPAIRING
- - -E I I S T c - - try
See our brilliant new line of Waltham, Elg.in and Hamilton watches--~
smart models to please everyone.-0. P.
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16
Coon, 508 Sixth street.
'
T. C.-

DRESS GOODS

Standard Oil
Products

Joe Curry and his team meet Carbondale in the final home game of the
season. A funeraL befitting the death
of such a character is being given between halves.
Oaptain Curry, who will not get to
play in the new gym, states ·t hat he
"intends to put forth every effort to
seal the 'tom b' of the 'Cracker-box'
with a victory." Good luck, Joe!

MUSIC

$

Welcomes You!
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the
quality we have. Every item of high grade and
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for
the girl.
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased t o render
service a t all times. Expert operator.

•

Jet black. tibet cloth with corded satin lapels. Vest of
jacquard pattern black silk. These Tuxedoes may be had in
shorts, regulars a nd longs. We h ave in stock one doublebreasted model. Delivery of any s'ize or model can be made
witbin five days. Come in and let us show you this marvelous valu e !

ALEXANDER'S MURRAY'S

CLOTHING
STORE
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Red Birds Wing Way to Victory, 45-35
Eastern Lo~es to
Norm al Second

TeamWon
Phi. Sigs .......................... 13
Fidelis ............................ 13
Nawt's Hungr y Five .... 13

Holmes Fouls Out in First Half;
Waldrip Gains Only One Basket. ~~':~~:~ .. ~.~.~~... ::::::::::::::~. ~

Lost
2
2
2

.Pet.
.866
.866
.812

;

:;:~

1

Eastern Teachers lost to Normal for
the second time this season Tuesdav
night on the Normal hardw'ood by ~
score of 35-45. The score at the half
was 21-24 in Normal's favor. Holmes,
Panther guard, fouled out in the first
half of the contest. Bill Waldrip was
held to a single bucket for the entire
ga.me. L. Jones, back in the fray after
a week of illness, made up for lost
time by g·etting more points than any
other Panther, scoring a total of 11

~~.

EI Guards 'Sit On' Normal Captain

Normals Captain Adams was thoroughly sat on by the Eastern guards,
getting but two points for the whole
game. Such was the strength of the
Redbirds, however, that the other
members of the team prooeeded to fill
in the gap by scoring which was well
distlibuted among four others, Harnilton, Kavanaugh, Balding and Jaquat.
The starting team composed of curry, Holmes. Waldrip, Weingand and
Baker was unable, in the first ten minutes of play, to coUect more than two
free throws against Normal. Coach
Oa.rson gave five other m en, L. Jones,
H. Jones, Lathrop, Miller and Murphy
a chance to try their mettle. The n ew
team came in with a z,est that sucoeeded in bringing the score to 21-24 by
half time.
Panthers Make 9 of 16 Free Throws
The Panthers macte nine out of 16
free throw chances; Normal m a de 13
out of 18 tries from the charity line.
EASTE'R NFG. FT
Murphy, f. ...................................... 0
0
Curry, f. .. ........................................ 0
1
L. Jones, f ....................................... 5
1
Baker, t ............................................. 1
2
Lathrop, c ....................................... O
0
Weingand, c................................... 1
""
H. Jones, g .....................................3
0
Holmes, g ....................................... 1
3
Miller, g........................................... 1
0
Waldrip, g ....................................... 1
0
Totals .......................................... 13
9
NORMALFG. FT
Adams, f. ..:........_. ............................ 1
0
Lacey, f. ..........................................O
0
Hamilton, f. .................................. 2
4
1
Kavanaugh, c. .............................. 3
1
Hanes, c......................................... 1
Balding, g...................................... .4
3
1
MichaeLs, g. .................................. 0
2
Jacquat, g ...................................... .4
0
Wicker, g......................................... 1
1
Blakeman, g. ·.................................. ()
13
Totals .......................................... 16

The Panther Cubs abwrbed .t he
fourth and last drubbing the locals will
take fmm old Normal this y.ear Saturd.ay when the Red Bird fledglings
scored a 38 t o 28 defea-t over them at
Normal. Maurice T aylor, with ten
By Jo~ N. Dickerson
counters, l·ed the locals in points scorWith a fervor equal to that awak- ed as well as in his floor game.
ened by the semi-legendary Mah
FG. FT.
Jong craze, the cross-word puzzle NORMAL (48)- .
3
fever,
jig-saw
puzzle
paroxysm, c a.m p, c...........................................3
o
miniature golf, or bicycling in the Herr, f . ............................................ 1
o
great outside world, students as well l\1agill, f. .. ...................................... 5
o
as faculty members of Eastern, are Riddel, f. .. ...................................... 0
N.
a
ffziger,
c.
.
.................................
5
o
discovering bowling.
Ines,
g
.............................................
0
o
A few years ago, only husky Scotty
Beck,
g
.............................................
0
o
Angus listened to the crash of pins.
Blakem
an;
g
.............
,
......................
3
2
Last year, a few less hearty students
began straying out of the coke-n- EASTERN' (38)FG. FT.
smoke and spending an afternoon
¥food, f .............................................3
3
hour once or twice a week in the
Culber.t son, f. ................................1
0
bowling alley. This year there are
Taylor, f ........................................... 4
2
only a few from the college, but
Ogden, c......................................... 1
0
there are enough to make a tournaClark, g. : .......................................... 1
1
ment interesting.
Vor.is, g . ........................... ...............0
0
The sport, say college enthusiasts, l\1oC'onnell, g ................................. 1
1
offers friendly competition, enough Hood, g ............................................. 0
0
exercise to add to the appetite but
not enough to leave one feeling like
a recently used dishrag. Moreover,
though they never stress this point,
it keeps the figure made svelt by
summer bicycling smooth and bulgeless for tight suits.

New Game Gains

Intramural Standings

Tim e This Year

Trojans .............................. 10
Jitter Bugs ...................... 9
Ninth St. Cadets .......... 9
Republicans .................... 9
Gilbert Boys .................. 9
Silver Streaks .............. 8
Egyptian Aces .............. 5
LA Club .......................... 3
FeLta This ...................... 3
Ramblers , .......................... 3
POP'S BOYS .................. 0

6
6
7
7
7

8
11

12
13
13
16

Normal B's Overcome
Panth~r Cubs 38-28

Favor at Eastern

.625
.600
' .562
.562
.562
.500
.312
.200
187
.187
.000

K anSaS IIT'
lk S On
YY a
TC· H•l g h ' 33 - J3
__
After playing K ansas High school a

scored under the basket and the half
ended with Kansas ahead, 14-12.
The beginning of the second half saw
the locals passing wildly and missing
the basket by wide margins. Kansas ·
settled down to work and, with setups handed them by the Viking's fumbles and by dint of some mighty fine
passing and teamwork, soon had the
game pretty com fortably on ice. One
high spot in the second half was Hawkins' weaving dribble which started
under his own goal and ended with a
shot under the basket which .'3Cored
neatly.
1

1
•- - - - - - - - - - - 1

-

•

·

.,

v

early in the fourth quarter.
E'a rly in the second quarter, Carrol
scored for T . C. on a set shot. Hawkins scored a free throw. Mirus took
a pass at the free throw line and scored. Endsley sank a long one and the
score was tied at ten-all as Kansas
called for time out. Mirus scored onehanded when play was resumed. Hawkins soored on a block play. Cook
CLASSES MEET AT ALL HOURS
AT THE ..••

I~ Wi~l

ONE MAT. 3:00

ONE EVE. 8:30

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Our Work ....
~aks

ALl. IN TECHNICOLOR

even louder tha.n
our wo·r ds.

GIVE US .\ TRY

Campbell's Electric
Shoe Shop

l

605 7th St. SO. OF SQUARE

'Wings oft~~ Morning'
Henry FONDA-ANNABELLA-John McCORMACK
FRIDAY -SATURDAY-

DOUBLE FEATURE

-

·James
CAGNEY
in His Greatest

'GREAT GUY .'
with Mae CLARKE

plus

~

.

-

~

-

..

..

Quality Material and
Prompt Service
417 7th St.
PHONE 173
____,....

SATURDAY, FEB. 20

Rochelle HUDSON- Mcihael WHALEN

____

,

PHONE 960

with

SUNDAY-MONDAY

AHMISSION ONLY 75c EACH
Tax Included

with

Joan CRAWFORD- William POWELL
Robert MONTGOMERY

9.
N
................. '
T I!!E~U~

I

CONTINUOUS SUNDAY

TuEs.-WED.-THURS.

ADM. 10c-20c

'CRIMINAL LAWYER'
with

Lee TRACY- Margot GRAHAM£
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Ker·mit MAYNARD

BAKERS OF.
CHARLESTON'S

LEADING BREAD

COMEDY-ACT

_ _ _____:•~ REX THEATRE __,•~--

KEITH'S
BAKERY
SPECIAL
ORDERS
SOLICITED

FEB. 21-22

'The lAST of Mrs. CHEYNEY'

RESERVATIONS ..............25c EACH
Should be ·Paid in Advance
PHONE C-670<1 or C-3184

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
.

•

· 'WOMAN· WISE'

Ask for it now at your favorite
fountain.

.

MAT. 25c-EVE. 30c

ONE NIGHT ONLY

------------------------~

.

MAT. 25c-EVE. 30c

SHOE REPAIRING

610 VanBuren St.

....

ONE DAY ONLY

Live .in Your Memory Forever

and his

King Furniture
Company

_..

W. C. FITZPATRICK
PHONE 74
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson

' ROMEO and JULIET''

DON PEDRO

"Meet with Your Friends Here,.

WE BUY USED FURNITURE .• . .
make it over to look like new- sell
it at 50 per cent or less of first cost
~giving· you the advantage of a
good buy~make an honest living
and a ll is well.

.. - ..

GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP

ID

with radio's dramatic tenor

SANDWICHES, DRINKS, SMOKES

,.I __

PHONE 7

in Shoe RetPairing

Norma SHEARERLeslie HOWARD
•

DANCE!

Little Campus Cafe

I

,Meadow Gold Dairy

For the Best . . . .

0

BRADING'S

It only takes FIVE if it's pennies
you're countin'.

Patronize your News advertisers.

ALL SEATS ,RESERVED

I

Toast of the town, and talk of the
nation.

- -- E I S T · c - --

TUESDAY

FAMOUS ORCHESTltc\

. . . . the new drink sensat ion.

A considerable flurry of excitement
resulted from the installation of a new
steam radiator in ~President R. G. Buzzard's offioe last Thursday. The steam
was turned on and pretty soon smoke
rolled out of the door with all the
spirit of a conflagration.
Upon investigation, it was found that
the paint on the radiator was reacting
to its first heated experience by giving
off such n auseating fumes that iDT.
Buzzard's secretary, 'Miss Lola Eberley,
had the offioe locked and a fan instaHed to drive the smoke out.

- - • LINCOLN_•_

flerce battle in the first half, the
T·eachers College High school basketba.l l team went to pieces in the second
tv lose by a score of 33 to 18 in the
local gym Friday night. Throughout
the first half of the contest, both teams
displayed remarkable passing ability
and although little shooting was done
by either side, the per cent of shots
that clicked was high. Two free throws
and a field goal, II).ade late in the last
quarter of the game, were the only
points netted by T. C. in the second
half.
Kansas' center, Hawkins, was highpoint man with ten points. Hawkins
~md cook gather·ed six points each for
Kansas while their team-mate, .Comstock took eight. Mirus was high in
points for T . c. w~th six counters.
Endsley made two field goals and a
free throw for a total of five points.
Hayes of T c foul· d out of the game

MAX WHITE, CHARLES CRrrES,
Proprietors

BIRELEV'S
ORANGEADE-

PREXY HAS FIRE IN HIS
OFFICE, BUT HE ESCAPES

MATINEE SATURDAY

FEB. 19-20
in

'SONG of the TRAIL'

SUNDAY -MONDAY

~

ADM. 10c-20c
FEB. 21-22

'WANTED!-JANE TURNER'
with Gloria STUART

REX THEATRE NOW OPEN ALL WEEK

TEAClmttS COLLEGE NEWS
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Thespians Present
Open Meet Thurs.

Burris Explains
L·
C'
lterary rorces-

Twenty-Seven Teams
Hold Debate Tourney
on Campus Saturday

Student Directors Feature 'Gas', Forty-two debaters, representing six
'Brown Calico', 'Dope Fiend'.
Illinois colleges and universities, were
Three one-act plays were presented
Thursday night by the Players at
their annual open house.
Violet Podesta gave a costume
monologue, "Tony on the Phone" between the second and third of the
plays.
"Brown Oalico" was directed by Miss
Betty Rice. Its cast was composed of
Miss Violet Podesta, Harold Hayes,
Miss Jean Roettger and Miss Betty
Rice. tM arvin ·upton directed "Gas,.,
a play showing the horrors of poison
gas as it may sometime be used in warfare. Miss Aline Claar, Miss Martha
Holladay, Elden Brown, Gene Lederer,
Orin Lack,ey and Marvin Upton formed the cast. "Dope Fiend," directed by
Miss Nancy Fell, showed a hard-boiled
gun-moll entrapped through her efforts to pin a murder she had committed on the 's houlders of a "dope
fiend." William Owens, Miss Bette
Lou Bails and Steve Prosen made up
its cast.
---EISTc---

Asbury, Band Men
Attend Solo Contest
Mr. Eugene K. Asbury, with E'a rl
Houts, Ray Lane, Paul Wakefield and
Mra x Seele y, was present at a solo
contest among the members of the seventy piece Effingham High School
band last Thursday at Effingham. at
the invitation of Andrew Makitah,
band director there. Members of the
Effingham 1band are preparing to enter the district contest in the Illinois
state system of tour;naments.
---ICISTc---

•

(Continued from P age 2)

visitOTs on our campus a ll day Saturr- these men met-psychology, introspection, psycho-analysis, the subday. Twenty-one visiting teams and conscious, etc. To them, he said,
six local teams engaged in a total of the war was a crystallizing agent.
thirty-seven debates, debating the conPart II of the discussion of consumer cooperatives question.
temporary literature was concerned
The visiting colleges were represent- with the younger men who began to
ed as follows: Olivet, Normal, Illinois write after the war, who rebelled
Wesleyan, and Greenville had two against the standards and values of
affirmative and two negative teams a pre-war past.
es.ch and University of Illinois and ilDiscusses Dadaism
linois College had one affirmative and
Dadaism, a peculiar nihilism growone negative team each.
At the close of the morning round ing out of the war and dying with it,
of 12 debates, the debaters, deibate was discussed. Back of the nihilism,
coaches and timekeepers adjourned to said Dr. Burris, was a terrible poverPemberton Hall, where luncheon was ty of spirit, a despairing madness, a
s·erved at 12 o'clock. James Rice, pres- shrieking emptiness. In 1924 Surident of the Speakers club, extended a realism, or a super-realism, came to
wE:>lcome to the visitors on behalf of reign over its bones. It is still with
the student body and introduced .P res. us. The Surrealists rebel against
R. G. Buzzard who gave a welcoming psycho-analysis, against intelectualaddress on tb ehalf of the college. In ism, against aestheticism, agalnst
bis address, Dr. Buzzard gave a brief doubt. They rebel against literature,
These
discussion on the development and the logic, reason and syntax.
young
men
pride
themselves
upon
importance of debating and speechtheir
confusion,
their
lack
of
conwork in the teachers c·olleges. He also
viction.
Yet
they
want
certitude;
pointed out that a great deal of en- they want to believe in something, if
joyment was being derived from havonly in uncertainty. The War shook
ing both men and women debate the a stable civilization; what can they
same subject this year.
now believe in but uncertainty? As
The second round of twelve debates a result of this, they have re-shaped
started at 1:30 p. m. and the last their values, and because they move
round of thirteen debates at 3 o'clock. in _a time of vast Unrest, they have
All debates were held in the class- made unrest an exalted end
in
rooms on the first ·a nd second floors of itself.
the main building. The affirmative
teams wer·e assigned to one classroom
'Would Wring Literature's Neck'
for all three rounds of debates and the·
What do they want in literature?
nE:gative teams shifted as their program In the words of an earlier French
requir·ed. At the end of each debate I writer, they would like to take litera free-for-all discussion was held by ature and wring its neck. Life and
the debaters. There were no decisions living they consider infinitely more
or ranking of debaters.
important.
EJsT
The Surrealists would cast over the
accustomed thought and languageIg
0
0
molds of the past, that they may destroy the ideas of an older time.
I Gertrude Stei~ is an example ~f ~~is.
Approximately thirty people have
The Surrealists return to pnm1t1ve
emolled in the University of Illinois forms a~d go even fur~her : . They
extension C'Ourse, Education 101-E. The want thmgs represented rmmed1ately,
class held its first meeting last Sat- expressed,
whether
·
·
t they
Th' convey
ak
f any
urday, February 13.
lmpresswn or no · . l S m es ragmentary representatiOn. They want
Members of .E astern's faculty en- l1't erat ure t o b e as 1mpersona
.
1 as rero1led in the cour&e are Mr. Paris Van f ngera
.
t·1on 1·tself . Th
- ey d o not want
Horn, Mr. H. DeF. Widger, Mr. H. M. sensation cluttering up the page of
Cavins, Miss Emily Baker, Miss Flor- things almost physically present.
ence McAfee, Miss Ruth Carmen, Mr.
The Surrealists' group have preFrank M. Gracey, Dr. Donald A. Rothschild, and Dr. R. G. Buz~ard.

lA Round Table WIll
M
H
Th d
eet ere
urs ay E. h f F
It T
A meeting of .the Tenth District I - I
t
acu y
dustri 1 Arts Round Table will be h~d
rake u. of I. Course

ro:m

in
sixteen of the Practical Arts
building at 7 p . m. on Thursday, Feb:r uary 18. Dr. Arthur B. Mays, industrial arts head at the University of Il. · w1·11 speak on "Indus"'·;.,!
Arts
1lllOlS,
w.....,
Values." This will be followed by a
.
.
.
.
panel d1scusswn by several
. . mdustnal
.
arts men d andti by adm1mstrators m
genera1 e uca: on.
ErsT

LIBRARY GETS NEW
GARDEN DICTIONARY
With the approach ol gardening
time, the library r ecently received a
Gar den Dict'iona ry, or encyclopedia of
practica l horticulture, garden. management and landscape de&ign, beautifully illustrated and full of information. It is called a dictionary because
of its arrangement, but many of the
articles are of encyclopedic length.
These articles were contributed by
sixty-eight nationally recognized authorities on subjects r elating to gardening. Many of the illustrations are
in color.
- - - EISTc---

FORUM POSTPONES MEET
The Forum will not hold its scheduled m eeting Thursday evening, February 18, due to ,t he M en's Union Stag
and Minstrel.

---I!:ISTC---

Miss Isabel McKinney, English de partment head, has been confined to 1
her home for the past week and a half j
by illness. She Wias llible to meet her
classes Monday.
1

MARINELLO

The men's chorus under Dr. Friederich Koch has again been reorganized.
After discontinuing the chorus for two
weeks because of lack of interest on
the part of th8 members Mr. Koch salvaged nine of the more regular attenders and now has a double quartet excE.pt for the three in the first bass
s ection. With a broadcast over WDZ
at Tuscola scheduled for S aturday,
April 3, the groUJp has shown new inter·est and concern. The chorus consists ' of Eugene Atherton and John
Smith, first tenors; James Coleman
and Carl Mill-er, second tenors; . Paul
S t ine, George Howell and Rober·t Gibfirst bases; and John Howell and
Joe Snyder, second bases.

Refreshments Carry Out Val.
entine Theme at Home Ec. Meet

!scm,

Ern

SEYMOUR A1TENDS MEET
Dr. Glenn H. Seymour attended the
annual ba.n quet h-eld by the Abraham
Lincoln association at Springfield last
Friday night, hearing a paper read by
Mr. C harles Nagel of St. Louis. Mr.
Nagel was S ecretary of Commerce and
Labor during t he Taft administration.

Mr. Erwin Lanman, a former
stu<:Ient at Eastern now teaching at
P aducah, K entucky, gave an account
of the Ohio flood at the Home
Economics club Valent ine party given Monday night in the Practical
Arts building in honor of the Industrial Arts club.
A pathetic reverberation of the
horrors of the flood stricken area
was contained in Mr. Lanman's story
concerning a negro district inunda:ted by the rising waters. The coast
guard having resoued a mother and
twelve children from a floating tworoom shanty, asked if that were all.
~ One little boy spoke up and said it
was all but "pappy" and he was dead
and they tied him to the bed post so
that they could collect the insurance.
Games and dancing filled the greater part of the evening at the reception. Refreshments carrying out the
Valentine theme were served by the
home economics girls at the close of
the evening. Maxine Harrod, chairman for the party, was assisted by
Gretchen Duncan, Colette Brumleve,
Helen Anderson, Lila Buzzard and
Dorot hy Armes.

I

dieted that before many years have
passed, all forms of literature will
lose their distinguishing features,
and fuse into one sprawling indis- - - EISTc--crimination, which
they call
a
Patronize your News advertisers.
syncretic panorama. With them the
desire to write is not the desire to
be comprehended. If you can imagine ,
a being of brilliant perceptions, but
incapable of speech, talking agitatedly
to himself with signs h e does not
SATURDAY-9:30 till 1:00
understand, you may have fair picture of the impression the surrealists Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, salmake on the general reader.
ads, chicken and noodles. fruit cake,
Note: Although quotes are not used,
pies, cookies, bread and rolls.
most of the above is taken directly
from Dr. Burris' paper.
7th St.-~ Block South of Square

Farm and Home
Market

You'll Only Have to Take OUR
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once yoo've traded ther.e.
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Just off the South Side Sq. on 6th
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THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR QUAI,ITY
A good hair cut just doesn't happen- it is the result of long experience and careful attention. You
can get that kind of service at the
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HOLMES
BARBER S·H OP
SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE
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6th and JACKSON ST.
The Home of the

COME TO THE •.•••

5c HAMBURGERS ,
"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

'Ye Shop 0' Beauty"

You'll like 'em the way
we fry 'em

Zotos Permanents . . . a soft., natural wave ... no machine and
no electricity.

PARKING SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS

North Side Square

Alumnus Tells of
· Floods in South

Snappy Service Inn

BEAUTY SHOP

PHONE 1506

Reduce Chorus to
Double Quartet; to
Broadcast Over WDZ

Welcome College
Students to

MISS ISABEL McKINNEY
RETURNS AFTER ILLNESS

PETERS'

Tuesday, February 16, 1937

Op~n

LI NC~OLN

A VENUE GROCERY

-for the best bargains in groceries and
. school supplies.
Just 1 Block East of Oampus

RAlLPH BAILS, Mgr.

6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.

- - - E ISTc - - -

One hundred and twenty-five names
were on the fine list posted on the
library bulletin board last Saturday.
This is the longest list of the year.
---~ I liTe - - - -

AREN'T flowers just as beautiful
all the time as on special occasionsand just as well appreciated too?
Form the flower habit - and the
habit of phoning 'Maurie' Carrol for
them. Phone 39
Next door W.
Union.
TWO NEW GENERAL CABS

YELLOW CAB ·C O.
Day and Night Service

TELEPHONE 220
N. E. COR. SQUARE
The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow

Courteous Service,
Quality Products
at

SHELL SERVICE STATION
V. W. Boyer, Mgr.

~ERE IS a leather featured in

PEOPLES DRUG
STORE

6th & Ma.dison

Spring Shoes (black or suede)
that is soft and yielding to the
foot- - made in new colors, new
patterns and perforations with
\~.ralking heels.

Complete Drug and Fountain
S.ervice
NORTH SIDE SQUARE

TASTY LUNCHES ....
-are OUR Specialty, at a Price that is
. YOUR Specialty.

SEE THESE S1HOES AT

CORNER
CONFECTIONERY
N. E. CORNER SQUARE
PHONE 81

_.

•

BllOWNbiltSHOE STORE
RALOV'

C HARL ESTO N

HO ";. I I I#V

ILL .

The NEW FORD V-8 for 1937- The Quality Car in the Low-Price Field
Charleston, Ill.

· ',

I NV.ADT'S

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

DOV SCO UT
Ci. H O

I

...-.,

-

PHONE 666

•
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Book Brigade
Syracuse University stu,
dents didn't cheer when
their classrooms in Lyman
-----· Hall burned- they formed
rescue squadrons and saved
many valuable books and
records.

1,449 attend classes til(e this

_

·

·

S. Military Academy student takes his drawing
P ro blem Ato Ua .mechanical
drawing instructor for corrections.

Unusual is this photo of a West Pointer without full uniform.
Eilenstaedt•Pix

and faculty of Indi,
STUDENTS
ana's state university at Bloom,

ington callle to the rescue of many
of the state's flood..harrassed citizens
when refugees from devastated Ohio
River valley cities and farms
appealed for help. They housed
them in university classrooms, fed
them and provided entertainment
for the long. weary hours of waiting Registration
and hoping that was theiot of these
Instructor Ben W .
Oood·stricken people.
Miller took names of all
Couzc1An DlcBT Photo& by Bonsib

cared fO£ by the urn...
versity under Red Cross
direction.

Clothing for the well . . . beds
and medicine for the sic~
University students and. faculty members acted as
nurses and clothing distributors, working long hours
to speedily provide for the needs of what seemed a
never-ending stream of refugees. At the left is a
dazed and sick family in a schoolroom, happy and
grateful for comfort and relief. Above is a group of
students sorting clothing for flood survivors.

Entertainment shortened tedious hours
This group is listening to the radio set up by Uni,
versity officials in the gymnasium.

Preparing for Hollywood screen tests

Makeup

John He.witt (seated), Stanford sophomore,
and Dale Fellows, San Francisco Univer~
sity, are shown a few pointers on make~up by Star Binnie
Barnes before they take screen tests for parts in "The Road

War threats bring new courses

A ntl.;'Gas

T hat's the catalogue title of the new cou~se
of lectures on the use of gas masks bemg
offered to Budapest (Hungary) University students. They
wear their gas masks during the lectures.
Inttmatiooal

Back."

ATOs Remember
Jobfinder Kitson
DR. Harry Dexter Kitson, psychologist, professor

of education, Teachers' College, Columbia, is a
man many of his brothers in Alpha Tau Omega will
remember. Long a student of the minds of busineSs
men, in 1929 he wrote a book entitled How to Find
dre Right Vocation. In 1931 he published I Find My
Vocation, when college ·graduates wh<;:> could speak
with s·u ch assurance were growing fewer and fewer
in number. In 1935 Dr. Kitson put his theory into
practical use by originating the Alpha Tau Omega
Placement Service. That year into a booklet went
the names of 120 ATO's who were anxious to find
jobs. They ranged from
cum laude graduates desir~
ing factory managerships
to varsity wrestlers who
wanted to work 'in South
America.
In 1936 the
booklet was enlarged and
included the names of
ATO's who were about.
to . graduate that year.
These annual booklets form
a thesaurus of talent and
willingness which employ. .
ers can peruse at leisure.
. The 5I'Yeat''Old origi. .
nator and director of this first placement service
attempted by a social fraternity received his A. B.
from Hiram College (Ohio), his A. M. from Minne,
sota, his Ph. D. from Chicago. A native of Mishawaka;
Indiana, he rose to an assistantship in psychology at
Minnesota, an instructorship at Chicago, · full prO'
fessorship at Indiana. During the war he went to
the front as an artillery lieutenant.

Georgia~ s

university aireporter

·N eWSCaSt er Every
Friday night
Harold Daniel, Uni~
versity of Georgia senior journalism student,
reads his campus' newspaper, Tire Red (3>
Blac~, over . WTFI so students and towns,
peopl~ will have the latest news on campus
events. He's done this program for three
years.

Real military royalty

Officers

Honorary Colonel Priscilla Bradford was
. corted to Massachusetts State College's
military ball by Second Lieut. Robert Couhig.

New Hampshire's President
DR. Fred Engelhardt, new president of the Uni,
versity of New .Hampshire, is also an educator
who wa.S once an artilleryman, outranking Lt. Kitson
by having been a major during the war. Like Dr.
Kitson, President Engel. .
hardt moved ,East from
the University of Minne. .
sota. Removal to New
England is by way of being
a homecoming for him. He
was born at Naugatuck,
Conn., 52 years ago, stud. .
ied at Phillips Academy
in Massachusetts, at Yale,
Harvard and Columbia.
Leaving an instructorship
at Yale in 1909, he ac,
quired a thorough acquaint. .
anceship with public
schools by ~ching in them and administering them
in New York, Pennsylvania and Illinois.

,·

'They~re

·Governors

directing Kansas~ Hnew deal"" in athletics

Following several weeks of discussion and investigations, University of Kansas authorities
created a committee on athletic management to assume the duties of basket~all. coach
Phog Allen as athletic director. (L tor) George Nettels, representing the alumni, Prof. W. W. Davts and Dr.
R.C.Moore.

Sense

It may sound like nonsense to you, but,
after years of saying people "should
have more horse sense," Cornell University's
Miss Pearl Gardner (left) reports that her experi·
ments prove that cows have more sense than
horses.

I

WarmUp

Mass attacks on the waistline
are made regularly every morn·
·
ing by Belhaven College co-eds who exercise outside dressed in their bright sreen ..warmups."

"IT WAS A BREATHLESS DASH," said Miss Dorothy
Kilgallen, famous girl reporter, back at work (left) after
finishing her assignment to circle the world by air in record-breaking time. (Right) Her exciting arrival at Newark
Airport. .. I snatched meals anywhere," she says, .. ate
all kinds of food. But Camels helped me keep .my digestion tuned up. •For digestion's sake-smoke Camels'
meant a world of comfort to me. I'll bet on them any time
-for mildness and for th~ir tlift.' Camels set me right!"

..JACK OAKIE'S COLLEGE'•
Full-hourgalasbowwith}ackOakieinperson! .
Benny Goodman's"Swing" Band! Hollywood
comedians and singing stars! Special college
amateur talent every week! Tuesdays-9:30pm
E.S.T., 8:30pm C.S.T., 7:30pmM.S.T., 6:30
pm P.S.T.,over WABC-Columbia Network.

••1 GET MORE ENJOYMENT from Camels," says Arthur H. Waldo, Jr.,
College Class of '38. "I've found that Camels help offset the strain of
long hours of study. Working out a tough assignment often can make
me feel tense inside. So at mealtime, you'll see me enjoying my Camels."
Yes, Camels speed up the flow of digestive fluids- increase alkalinity.

SHOOTING AN OIL-WELL with
T. N. T. "My business makes me
mighty careful about nerves and
digestion," says B. C. Simpson.
"Camels have what I like. They
don't get on my nerves. And they
put a heap more joy into eating."

rOB DIGISTIOII'S SAKI,...SMOKI CAMELS

'They learn

Flight

'They

s~i

Wrestlers are flyers, too!

Ben Ruggiero of Pennsylvania gives Charles Powers.
of Princeton a free aerial ride in the I55'pound class
wrestling match that was a feature of the Princeton,Pennsylvania
meet at the Palestra in Philadelphia. Princeton won.

.

Portable

Cour.clAn DIGEJT Photo by Silberstein

on borax at Swarthmore

.
Skins t ruet lOll

Swa r t h,more
College tias en.gaged Rene Montrezza, Alpine ski/expert,
to teach neophyte ski--ers. When snow
is unavailable, they practice on a borax
hill set up in an old swimming pool.
Here's Mary Lo Broomell trying the new
slide.
Rome

4

HObby

A speedy sport requires a 'slowH · relaxation

Archie San Romani, famed champion m.iler from the Emporia, Kan .., State Teach,
ers College, finds relaxation in the mysteries of watch and clock works which
he investigates during his spare time.
Pictures, Inc.

l\ ,f

echanic

Auto salesmen will have to ftnow their stuff

When Helen Wigglesworth, Wellesley Colle&c junior,
know more about automobiles than the-average woman, for
them in Wellesley's auto mechanics class taught by Miss Lucy Wilson, physics
menting on "King Tut," a 1918 model.
.L.V-"r

Legislators and churchmen see~ to close his communistic college
"Be careful," Director Arthur Skreberg tells the public speaking class at Commonwealth College
(Mena, Ark.), which a citizens' committee seeks to close on grounds that-the college teaches com·
munism and atheism.
Pictures, Inc.

Warning

osmetolOgy
It's Now ·a University
Course at Ca1ifomia
MINDFUL of the fact that
women spend millions of
dollars every day for beauty
treatments and that ··.cosmetol,
ogy" is one of the fastest grow~
ing U. S. professions, the Uni..
versity of California has started
the first university course . for
bea~ty parlor workers ("cos,
metictans," to the trade). Every
conceivable phase of this all,
important science, including the
elements of anatomy and chem,
istry, is taught under the direc,
tion of Mrs. Ann L. Blalock,
head of the new department.
\Vide World Photos

Double chins vanish
. when students apply the
Faradic treatment. The operator
holds one electrode of the electrical instrument, the patient
the other.
')

college she'11
· all about
· She: s experiIntcrnational

Crow~s .

feet are a menace

. to milady's beauty, and the despair of many young women.
These students learn by practical experience the intricate methods
used to massage them away.
··~-~

Wigs are models for this class in curling

Well,polished nails are essential beauty assets

... because Mrs. Blalock finds them more practical for instruction than
the hair of flesh-and-blood models. An interested class pays close attention as she shows how to turn limp, straight strands into ''natural curls."

T~is class is learning the complicated task of properly manicuring nails. The
lady m the left foreground and the other lady in the right background are having
their hair dried.
·

Hot Air to Sweet Music.
Building a Concert Band
On almost every one of
the nation's more than
1 ,ooo college campuses band leaders are
now busy transforming the hot-cha
marching organi~ations of the fall
football season into classical musi,
cians for spring concert presenta,
tions. What goe~ into the making
of a concert band is shown pic,
torially in this CoLLEG!ATE DIGEST
PHOT<YFEATURE of the University
of Michigan concert band. Mich,
igan's brilliant group is directed
by W. D. Revelli.
Mr. Revclli

H'The music goes round and round .
. . . for quite a while, but it finally comes out of
bass horns (Sousaphones) to create the foundation of
concert numbers.
CoLLwiAn DJGur Photos by Walttr A.

Foundation and melody . . .
. alike are combined in the trombone
section, shown here in a very un-concert,like
position.

These are the big marching drums
concerts, smaller drums are used by a crack drum
that must not vary a fraction of a second from the
ordk5er beat.

Precision is the best

wor~

for trumpeteers

These men are the "cream" of the section, and their
technical a
as well as tonal quality make them im,
portant for
and accompaniment playing.

She~s Waynesburg~s

Best

Most difficult of band instruments · · : . .
· · ·,is the French horn. The quality of the
ba?d s music is greatly enhanced by the mellow tones
thts brass instrument.

most popular

Students of Waynesburg College have
voted Virginia Miller the most popu,
lar co-ed on their campus. She's also an attendant
of the May Queen and a member of the· sophomore class.

- J{ew. Death for cold germs

Flu Killer

'They are completely rebuilding an airplane

Plane Mechanics

South Dakota State. College students
learn all there is to know about the con,
struction of an airplane when they take one apart and put it together again
as a part of the classwork in a course in airplane mechanics. They are work,
ing on a wing under the guidance of Lester Schup.

W. F. Wells of the Harvard
School of Public Health is
shown with part of the apparatus he has set up
to combat, by means of ultra violet rays, flu,
common cold and other germs that may lurk in
the air. This is the infecting tank for air with
·bacteria for experimental determination of the
killing power of the light.
Acme

· Preparing for trip

Marchers
When the co-ed drum
and bugle corps of Central Wesleyan College
gets ready to pack .up
for another out-of-town
trip there's no shortage
of male help, as this
photo proves .

•c

J'

Movers

When Edw·
ward Blair,
student, drove to
York to bid adieu

The campus of the
Texas College of Arts
and Industries will be a
veritable palm garden
when students have
completed the job of
moving 130 palms, each
weighing two tons, to
their campus from a
distance of 14 blocks.

"THEY'RE MIGt-rry

Patricia Fi?igan sailing
the Saturrua, he missed
.boat. Promptly he
mto his car and drove
a storm to Boston there
fi•6nJly say . g~byr.
Miss Fmtgan:
I
it was sweet."

SWEET SMOKING
ALL RIGHT. BUT
CORNCOBS DON1T

LAST LONG.1

MATTER. OF FACT, MEN ... 'PRINCE ALB~T IS T+tE
lARGEST-S£LUHG SMOKING- To&AGCO. THE
CHOICE V.A. TOBACCOS HAVE THE '"'&il"E' UMOVEP BY
A SPECIAL nocESS. 'FRINGE ALBEltT IS 'RICH IN TAST>';

WOJW1'$

Mf1l.OW FI.AVOit, ANP 'CRIMP CUT' "FOR

COOl-

SMOKING-

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE ·\
Smoke 20 fr~ant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the melloweat, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tiD with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus pos~e.

a

He started new course in weather forecasting

Ofecaster

Dr. Donald H. ~hapman of the University
of New Hampshrre geology department has
begun a new course designed to develop weather judgment in
student. He bases his instruction on the recently
avE~loOI•rl method of air mass analysis.

50

pipefab of fraarant tobacco in
eTery 2-oance tin
~f Prip~e Albert

PatRiiEALB:Eu~~g

Arty Shot cOberlin

0 }.

lege's varsity basketball
team in practice session
emulate Ted Shawn and
his troupe of dancers in
the artistry which they
used to follow up this
shot.

Radio students upractice what they preachH

warning

This group of student radio drama,
tists are given the sign warning them
that they'll be on the air in two minutes in another
broadcast from the Drake University campus studios.
.

Gammas at
HeIpers Delta
Washburn College
pretend that they're helping to
build the new chapter house they
moved into on Feb. :.;.

I

Toast

'They,re drin~ing in honor of another guild sale
Medi~val·costumed Dick.Thomas and Jack Merriam of Alfred University lift th~ir .~ups
of frutt punch at the gutld sale conducted. ann~ally by the New York State College of
Ceramics.

D

k·

'This ma~es him a mighty cold Gree~
A Vanderbilt University freshman takes a su~

UC 1ng merging in Centennial park lake as one of the tor·

tures preliminary to becoming a fraternity man.

